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abstract
This study has been generated by the suggestions
made in the works of Wagstaff and Moore, R. Johnson and
R. Freeman, who have offered debatable and controversial
conclusions with regard to the characteristics of heirar-
chial placement of Black men and Black women in pre-
dominantly White institutions of higher education.
R. Johnson (1972) and Moore and Wagstaff (1975)
have argued that Black administrators are token in
number, ineffective and lacking in power. Freeman (1976)
believes that Black administrators are effective change
agents and their power and influence are of maximum
importance. These suggestions and conclusions were
impressionistic. Therefore, the purpose of the study
has been to refine their crude hypotheses through a
field study and an empirical measurement of the terms and
conditions of employment of Black male and female adminis-
trators working in White colleges and universities in
Pennsylvania.
A questionnaire was circulated to a sample of
(N=71) of male and female administrators from public and
private institutions. A variety of descriptive and in-
ferential statistical techniques, namely t-test, chi Square
Vlll
and Discriminate Analysis were used to measure the
responses given by the sample population.
The major findings were:
Private and public goverance of White institu-
tions of higher education have significant bearing on
the terms and conditions of employment of Black adminis-
trators.
Sex has significant bearing on the terms and
conditions of employment in the areas of salary and
previous administrative training.
The greatest significant differences were found
when sex and the type of institution in which Black
administrators work were cojoined. Significant dif-
ferences were found in the area of control of program
planning, salary, attitude with regard to program bud-
get, job description, prior experience and prior adminis-
trative training.
ix
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Scope and Purpose
This study is an exploratory case study of the
characteristics of hierarchial placement of Black men
and Black women employed as administrators in
predominantly white senior public and private colleges
and universities, in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The purpose of the study is to refine crude hypo-
theses drawn from the literature and the field study
through statistical examination of data gathered for
empirical measurement through a survey instrument.
The objective of the study is to gain a clearer
understanding of the characteristics of the status of
Black college administrators. From this understanding,
insights may be gained into the effect of such charac-
teristics upon the integration of minorities into White
social institutions.
Statement of the Problem
In the last ten years Black student enrollment in
predominently white colleges has increased. Black demands
for relevance in their educational experiences and responses
to their needs for support increased the presence of Black
1
2administrators as well. The question comes to mind,
where are Blacks placed in the administrative hierar-
chies of the institutions in which they have been
employed?"
Roosevelt Johnson (1972) and Moore and Wagstaff
(1975) argue that Black administrators on white campuses
are token in number. As a group their numbers are too
small to effectuate change, and they have no real power
to actively influence change sufficiently for themselves,
for their students, or for Black people generally.
Richard Freeman (1976), on the otherhand, paints a glowing
picture of the progress being made by the Black "elite"
of which it is assumed that Black college administrators
are a part.. Freeman infers that Blacks in status positions
have power and influence and that they are in control of
the areas in which they are involved.
Despite the Johnson, Moore-Wagstaf f and Freeman studies,
little is known of the characteristics of hierarchial
placement of the study population. However, the theoreti-
cal implications of the Johnson and Moore-Wagstaf f findings
are of immense importance. These implications generate
questions concerning the microcosm of Black administrators
in Pennsylvania's white colleges and universities. These
3questions are as follows:
To what extent does race affect the
hierarchial placement of these persons?
To what extent does sex affect the
hierarchial placement of Black women?
Does the ethnic derivation of students
receiving services administered by the
subject population impact upon the
administrator's involvement in the decision
making processes of the institution?
Are there substantive differences between
private and public institutions which
affect the characteristics of placement
of Black men and women?
In the broader microcosmic context, the examination
of these issues has little meaning if not understood
within the theoretical field of knowledge concerning race
and sex and their function within the administrative
hierarchy of institutions of higher education. There is
need for further research to better examine the nature of
racial and sexual impact upon hierarchial placement and
organizational phenomenon.
Theoretical Aspects
The face and form of American higher education has
changed drastically since World War II. There has been
a transformation of small colleges of simple structure
which have historically been given to the preparation of
a white male intellectual elite to do the planning and
4advanced thinking for the rest of the society. Now, many
have become "educational factories" with vastly expanded
enrollments. These "factories: are engaged in the training
of a "white collar proletariat" to meet the needs of
corporate America. (Bowles and Gintis, 1976)
The multiversity concept, a highly stratified
bureaucratic social ordering of differentiated allocation
of tasks, has permeated the entire system of higher educa-
tion in the United States. The stratification of
colleges into class orderings leaves the elite institu-
tion to continue its preparation of the intellectual elite,
while state colleges and universities educate middle
managers. To the newly devised community colleges go the
poor. Blacks, and other urbanized minorities. The system
appears to have changed. So it has. It has become
larger. More and different classes are now in attendance,
but the hierarchial ordering of tasks remain unaltered.
The expansion of the American college system is the
result of events within and outside of the college environ-
ment. The needs of the American industrial complex, in
the conduct of World War II, the Korean and Viet Nam Wars,
required colleges and universities to produce scientists
to fulfill the labor force needs of corporate interest
abroad. Protection of the foreign interest of American
5corporations required, too, the expansion of an educated
labor force at home and abroad. These needs served to
create a situation which called for government and cor-
porate funding of college and university facilities and
programs in order to establish the education "factories"
needed to process vast numbers of individuals to do the
work of Americanizing the rest of the world in the
special interest of corporate America. (Carnoy, 1971)
Until the social strife of the 1960 's. Blacks
generally were excluded from this expansion process. As
it should be, much credit is given to the struggles of
the 1960 's for the increased enrollment of Black Americans
in white colleges and universities of the Nation. But
Blacks have rebelled before in this Nation's history. What
made the rebellion of the 1960 's different? What, if
anything, changed?
The technological advances in communications made
known to the entire world, the events of the riots in the
ghettos of major American cities. The March on Washington
and the general climate which could best be described as
guerilla warfare, seemed to be the order of the day.
American television made a lie of the image that America
had given the world. The image of a pluralistic melting pot
of men with equal opportunity to succeed or fail, and the
6image of the happy Black peasant class, could no longer
be rationalized. It could not be rationalized in a time
in world history when newly emerging Black African nations
were bound in an ideological struggle between the
capitalism of America and the communism of the Soviet Bloc.
The Black African nations emerging out of European
colonial rule were all too familiar with the cruelties and
oppression of colonial caste systems. These nations,
underdeveloped in technological skills, but possessing an
abundance of natural resources and markets useful to
corporate America, were the nations of Black people, from
which the Black American sprang. It was no longer
profitable to keep the Black intelligentsia separate and
apart from the American bureaucracy. American social
systems, including the colleges and universities, had to
yield. They had to open up in order to change the world's
image of American society. They had to open up in order to
compete with the Soviet Bloc for African and Third World
resources. There were added benefits to be gained. Inclu-
sion of militant college student leadership diffused the
disruption of American business at home and restored the
equalibrium of the Nation. Federal and state civil rights
laws were enacted. Civil rights law enforcement agencies
came into being.
7But old habits die hard. They do not fade away. From
its beginning, America has rejected peoples of color. The
American caste system placed its citizens of color into a
servant category, at the bottom of the economic ladder. The
exploitation of Black Americans, first as slaves, then as
peasants, is classic.
When, in the past, a few Black Americans have entered
white colleges and universities and become credentialed
,
white universities have rejected them for employment on the
basis of color. Thus, Blacks have been prevented from
holding any place at all in the management and teaching
hierarchies of the segregated white university system. To
be assured that the system would remain white and true to
the goals of white corporate America, the "old boy network"
has continued to operate within the leadership of institu-
tions of higher learning. Thus, these institutions remain
firmly in the hands of the dominant group.
Can a system which identified, educated and creden-
tialized the particular talents of Paul Roberson and the
genius of William E. B. DuBois, only to reject them on
the basis of color, truly be expected to change radically?
Is there merit in Roosevelt Johnson's position that Black
administrators in white colleges and universities are token
in number and divested of the influence needed to make
8substantive change for Black students and for Black people?
Are Moore and Wagstaff correct in their argument that Blacks
occupy the "Assistant to" positions in white colleges and
universities? Is institutional racism so much a part of the
fabric of American life that its institutions of higher
education will devise bureaucratic means to limit the involve-
ment of Blacks working in the administrative hierarchies
of white colleges and universities? In the process of its
expansion and the progress of assimilation of the Black
intelligentsia, will American colleges and universities
significantly include Black administrators in the traditional
upper-level administrative positions?
Definition of Terms
Attitude and Value Projection . The tendency of the
dominant group to "see" outside reference groups as being
similar to themselves, sharing in values and attitudes. It
is a cognitive limitation, inhibiting effective
decision-making in the absence of factual information about
the state of the organization and the feelings of different
reference groups. (Bogue and Saunders, 1976:122)
Black Administrators . Any Black person who holds a
professional position within the institution of higher
education, the title and function of which involves manage-
ment, coordination, supervision, budgetary usage and/or
9implementation of programs that are administrative in
outside of the traditional classroom or the
usual faculty teaching position.
Bureaucracy
. The form of human organization best
suited to the realization of class bias which is inevitable
if social complexity is approached with values of order,
efficiency, and uniformity preferred to responsiveness,
variety and flexibility. (M. Katz, 1977:108)
Hierarchy . Bureaucracy in formal organization demands
a system of ranking; that is, the staff of specialists is
ranked along a descending scale from top to bottom of the
organization. There is a chain of command extending
throughout the entire hierarchial system. In this respect
hierarchy refers to "line" relationships that give those
at the top of the organizational structure the right
(authority) to manipulate, through decision-making, issues
and problems that have to be resolved. Thus, the main
function of an hierarchy as Presthus stresses, is to "assign
and validate authority along a descending scale." Hierarchy
accordingly, is the function upon which all behaviors rest
in bureaucratic organizations . (Hill , 1969) The reward and
privileges, power of an hierarchy are often vested in those
at the apex of the pyramid. (Katz and Kahn, 1966:468)
10
Informal Structures ( Systems
1
. Uncoded extensions of
formal structures (systems). (Katz and Kahn, 1966:48)
Partial Inclusion
. Segmented involvement of people
in social groups. (F.H. Allport, 1933)
^ms and Conditions of Work. The tasks, assignments,
remuneration, climate, environment, in which an employee
works. (Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission)
Control
. The responsibility to make final determina-
tion without possibility of reversal by others.
CHAPTER II
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
This Chapter addresses the methods and procedures
followed in pursuit of the objectives set forth in this
study. Blackwell (1971)
, (Barzun (1968) and Salaman
(1966)
,
by placing emphasis on the delineation of duties
and responsibilities of titles and positions indiginous
to the administrative sub-system of the academic
bureaucracy
,
suggest that the terms and conditions under
which administrators are employed are predictors of the
characteristics of their placement in the bureaucratic
hierarchy of the sub-system.
Barzun (1968)
,
Perkins (1971) and Kerr (1971)
,
as
well as other authorities, attest to the bureaucratization
of the academic social system and agree with C. Wright
that there are inherent differences between the
private sector and public sector of academe.
Until recently, Black administrators — male and
female — have been denied access to the administrative
hierarchy of predominantly white institutions of higher
education. Consequently, little is known of Black
administrators in white colleges, as a class. Literature
searches revealed even less concerning Black women adminis-
11
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trators in predominantly white institutions of higher educa-
tion. Consequently, the major goal of this research is to
identify the characteristics of Black male and female
administrators in public and private institutions of higher
education.
Research Population
The subject of this research is a sample of 45 Black
males and 26 Black females who are currently employed as
administrators in predominantly white, four—year, public
and private colleges and public and private universities
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. These 71 persons
represent a sample selected from a study frame of 220 Black
administrators who were employed full-time in Pennsylvania's
four-year colleges and universities during 1979.
The delineation of sub-groups, made before the distri-
bution of the research instrument was as follows: 36 males
employed by public institutions and 14 of their female
colleagues; private institution administrators were 9 males
and 12 females.
Development of the Research Instrument
Research Process
The process of data gathering was controlled by theory
which emerged from the field tests described later in this
section. The initial decisions regarding the theoretical
13
collection of data were based on a general perspective of
the educational and social policy regarding Black Ameri-
cans
.
The literature review made clear that there exists a
dearth of information concerning the specific population
of interest to this research effort. Analysis of the data
gathered through field study — before and after — the
circulation of the instrument, as well as analysis of
quantifiable data gathered through the use of the survey
instrument enabled the refinement of crude hypotheses.
Field Tests
For each of the three field tests conducted by the
researcher to refine the survey instrument and gather basic
data, eighteen persons were invited to partake in each of
three regions of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The
geographic designation of these regions are those of the
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission. Of the fifty-four
college administrators invited, 20 per cent were white, 50
percent were employed by public institutions and 50 percent
were female. All were employed on a full-time basis.
Field Test One . The first field test was made in the
Western part of the state; that is, it was made in the region
which is comprised of the 27 counties which border Ohio and
West Virginia. The participants questioned the use of the
14
Likert scale to seek responses concerning problems faced
by administrators. They suggested that a greater amount
of information might be forthcoming from open-ended
questions. Western region field test participants also
suggested that probing questions concerning current formal
advanced educational activities be added to the survey
instrument.
Field Test Two . The second field test was made in
the eastern region (Philadelphia and the five surrounding
counties)
. These participants suggested that questions
regarding size and ethnicity of the student body might
prove to be important data.
Field Test Three . The central region, comprised of 39
counties bordering on the states of Maryland, New York and
New Jersey, was the site of the third field test. These
participants were primarily concerned that attitude
regarding budgetary size might be included into the final
instrument. They made the point that the scarcity of
resources has great impact on special programs, even more
so than on institutionalized programs.
Final Form of Research Instrument
The final instrument was composed of multiple choice
questions and open-ended questions. Where a strong interest
15
had been shown in a particular content area, that area of
concern was included in the instrument.
Experimental Variables
The 16 variables examined in this study are composed
of 15 dependent variables and two independent variables.
The independent variables were:
Sex
Type of College
The dependent variables were:
Education
Previous administrative training
Prior experience
Job description
Control of program planning
Control of Program operations
Control of Budget
Size of assigned budget
Attitude regarding significance of budget
Involvement in informal decision-making concerning
their responsibility
Involvement in formal decision-making concerning
their responsibility
Involvement in formal decision-making concerning
the responsibility of others
Percentage of Black students receiving services
administered by Black administrators
Percentage of white students receiving services
administered by Black administrators
16
Statistical Methods
This study is an exploratory case study utilizing
descriptive and inferential statistics to examine the
data gathered through a survey instrument, field study,
and follow-up interviews. Generally, the data analysis
is not complex, since its purpose is narrowed to the
identification of the characteristics of the terms and
conditions under which Black administrators are employed
to work in public and private higher education institu-
tions in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The testing procedures used to analyze the data
gathered were Chi-square, T-Test of Significance and
Discriminant Analysis. procedure was used on collapsed
variables to measure the association between dependent
and independent variables for statistically significant
probability. This procedure was done by computation of
cell frequencies because no statistical differences were
expected between the variables given the row and column
totals
.
The T-Test of Significance was utilized to compare
the sample means of the responses made by public and
private college administrators and by male and female
administrators in order to discover significant inferences
regarding selected characteristics between the groups.
Therefore, inferences found to be statistically significant
17
indicate a true difference between the parent populations
from which the samples were drawn. The value of the
significance level chosen for this research was p=. 05 .
The third statistical procedure put to use in the
analysis of these data was the step-wise Discriminant
Analysis which applied multiple tests to multivariant
The Discriminant Analysis distinguished the
impact of the four sub-populations — males employed by
public institutions, females employed by public institu-
tions, males employed by private institutions, and females
employed by private institutions, upon the terms and
conditions of employment of Black administrators by white
institutions of higher education.
The step-wise procedure selected from among the
discriminating variables, that variable concerned with
control of planning. That variable was entered into the
discriminant equation first because it caused the greatest
difference among the four sub-groups. The initial variable
selected was then paired with the second best discriminator
for entrance into the equation. These variables were then
joined with each successive best discriminator, until the
variables list was exhausted or until all of the variables
which can discriminate between the populations had entered
the equation.
18
Rao's V, the generalized distance measure, was added
to the Step-wise procedure of the Discriminant Analysis
so that the initial variable entered, as well as each sub-
sequent variable entering the equation would be a variable
which contributed the greatest overall separation.
Significance of the Research
The results of this research have a theoretical and
a practical application. Its findings will elaborate on
the little that is known about Black administrators, as a
class, who are employed in predominantly white institutions.
However, it will also provide a systematic beginning, as a
basis on which further research may be done regarding the
Black female college administrator.
The data will provide some insights for aspiring Blacks
who may wish to become higher education administrators and
to college and university personnel officers and planners,
as well. It will contribute to an avoidance of racist-sexist
behavior on the part of white colleagues already in the
system. Finally, it provides some insights for other
minorities as to what can be expected from the private and
public institutions of higher education in the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania.
Limitations of the Research
The limitations of this study are discussed in this
section. There are three limitations which are individually
19
analyzed in the following areas of concern:
1. The use of the exploratory method of inquiry is
limited to that of grounded theory; which is to say, the
study will refine its hypothesis from the data gathered.
Consequently, the objective of the study is to answer a
series of questions which are concerned with the role and
placement of Black men and women administrators, comparing
roles, functions, and placements, in the white
public and private colleges and universities.
2. The exploration is constrained to the identifica-
tion of Black administrators in the hierarchy of white
public and private colleges and universities in the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania.
3. Racial studies have usually compared the charac-
teristics of Black persons with those of whites. This study
makes no such comparisons, thus limiting the use of
traditional methodology of existing research. Its purpose
is limited to the placement of Black administrators in the
white colleges and universities of Pennsylvania.
Statement of Hypotheses
In pursuit of the primary aim of this study, the major
premises are stated in null form, which is to say, there
will be no statistically significant differences between
20
groups
:
I -
II -
III -
Private or Public status of predominantly
white institutions of higher education
have no statistically significant bearing
on the terms and conditions of employment
of Black administrators.
Sex has no bearing on the terms and condi-
tions of Black men and Black women employed
as administrators in predominantly white
institutions of higher education.
Sex and the public or private governance of
institutions of higher education have no
relevance to terms and conditions of employ-
ment of Black administrators.
CHAPTER III
THE GROWTH OF AMERICAN SOCIAL AND EDUCATION
POLICY: 1619 - 1979
The books, articles and reports reviewed in this
chapter are pertinent to the discovery of "concepts and
P^opsrties which are useful in the refinement of hypo-
theses concerning the placement of Black Americans into
decision-making positions in higher education. The
literature review was made in order to:
Reconstruct historical policies and
practices related to the education
of Black people;
Compare the educational policies and
practices related to the education of
White immigrants;
Focus on the emergence of an educa-
tional bureaucracy;
Identify linkages between the educa-
tional and industrial bureaucracies;
Investigate the national and inter-
national dynamics that affected
modern educational policy changes; and
Investigate the placement of Black
administrators in educational institu-
tions of other levels.
The chapter will be divided into five sections.
The leading section which focuses on the educational
experiences of Black Americans in the Commonwealth of
21
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Pennsylvania, is comprised of three parts.
The three parts are Bondage, Segregation, and De-
segregation. Each stage reflects a changing historical
circumstance and a different employment need for the
subject population.
Its pertinence to this study is that it provides
insights into national educational policy and organiza-
tional behavior which make the American Black experience
uniquely different from the experiences of American
Whites.
Section two is comprised of an examination of the
policies and practices utilized in educating White
immigrants. This part of the chapter is useful in com-
paring these policies and practices to those concerned
with Blacks. It is also useful for the study of the
emergence of the educational bureaucracy and its affilia-
tion with the capitalist-industrial establishment. The
three parts into which it is catagorized are; (1) the
Earliest Need for Stratification; (2) the effect of
Industrialization on the Structure of the Schools; and
(3) the Present State of Higher Education.
Section three investigates the dynamics of forces
outside of the educational establishment and serves to
enrich the generation of theory concerning this study.
23
The fourth section of the chapter is devoted to
an exploration of the literature which relates to
experiences currently encountered by Black administra-
tors in White educational institutions. Those
experiences were compared to the findings derived from
this study. After that comparison was made, a more
precise theory concerned with the characteristics of
hierarchial placement of Black administrators was
developed.
The final portion of the review of literature
provided a theoretical framework for the analysis of
the data generated through the field study and the
survey instrument used for data gathering for this
research.
r
^erican Social and Educational
Policy; Their Relevance to and
Effect on the Black Experience.
24
The social and educational experiences of Black
Americans are unique from all other American experi-
ences. Africans were kidnapped away from their homes
and families and brought to these shores as slaves.
They were deliberately separated from the rewards of
their own labors for three hundred years and restrained
from the socio-economic mobility of the society at
large
.
American Whites came to this country, generally,
of their own volition, seeking a better life for them-
selves and their children. They were aided and abetted
in the realization of their goals through the education
of their children
. Thus they were able to move into
the economic and social mainstream without having to
compete with Blacks.
The Black experiences of slavery, segregation and
desegregation have had significant and direct implica-
tions upon the absence of Black higher education ad-
ministrators for two hundred years and the current dearth
of them in White higher education institutions. The
section which follows discusses the three categories of
the Black American experience - Bondage, Segregation
and Desegregation.
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It has been estimated that 7,000,000 Africans were
abducted into slavery during the eighteenth century.
The overwhelming preponderance of them came from the
countries of West Africa. They came from Ghana, Senegal,
Togo, Cote D ' Ivoir
,
Dahomey, Nigeria, and from all that
territory that was Songhay, a highly civilized society,
into slavery in the western world. The first to arrive
in the Americas landed in Jamestown, Virginia Colony,
in 1619. Almost from the time of the arrival of those
fi^st indentured Blacks, there began the enormous and
cruel task of justifying the enslavement and contain-
ment of one group of people for the financial and psycho-
logical good of another. By the time of the Civil War,
3,500,000 Afro-Americans were held as slaves. One half
million of them were known to be free and living in the
United States. (Levenson, 1970)
The American Revolutionary War meant little to the
masses of Blacks. John Hope Franklin (1965) asserts
that "For a century after the Revolutionary War the status
of Black People in America had become fixed at such a
base level as to distinguish them from all other persons
held in indentured servitude." Franklin continues.
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By the middle of the eighteenth century laws governing
Blacks denied them the basic rights of other Ameri-
cans ..." "They were permitted no independent thought,
no opportunity to improve their minds or/their talents,
no right to worship freely, no right to marry, to enjoy
conventional family relationships, no right to hold or
dispose of property, and no protection against mis-
carriages of justice. They were "outside the pale of
ordinary human beings." Although it was forbidden in
some states to teach slaves to read, some slave masters
were willing to help their favorite slaves, even to the
extent of teaching them to read and write. (Bullock,
1967), (Genovese, 1974). There were no public monies
available for the education of Blacks, slave or free
(Weber, 1964) even in Philadelphia, the place where north
and south met. (Cheney, 1971) Although many free Blacks
lived in Philadelphia, the seat of liberty, it was also
the place where slaves were transported to be bought and
sold, along with other chattel. Philadelphia, then, was
a place where Africans became acclimated to the institu-
tion of slavery. (Cheney, 1971) In most states Blacks
were governed by special laws such as the North Carolina
Code of 1712, which stated as its purpose: "... [to]
restrain the disorders, rapines and inhumanity to which
they (Blacks) are naturally prone. . ."
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During colonial times, even those Whites who conceded
that educating Blacks was important, clearly preferred
that Blacks be educated separately, and maintained in the
lowest social status in the economy. The American Con-
vention of Abolition Society, meeting in Philadelphia,
recommended that Blacks be instructed "in that which would
r
keep them constantly employed and of course less subject
them to idleness and debauchery, and thus prepare them to
be good citizens of the United States." (Franklin, 1965)
Franklin (1965) wrote:
Americans who were at all interested in
the education of the Negro regarded it as
both natural and normal that Negroes
should receive their training in separate
schools .
"
Even so. Black Americans, by their own ingenuity sought to
educate themselves and their children. By 1814, several
schools designated entirely for Black children and known
as the African Free Schools came into existence in the
northern United States. (Woodson, 1919)
The very first school ever for Black children in
Pennsylvania, was founded and chartered by the Free Black
Community of Philadelphia. It was named after Benjamin
Banneker, the free Black planner and genius who was born
of a White mother and a slave father. Banneker brought
honor and utility to his country through his talents.
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Philadelphia's Black community sought to honor him and
provide a good role model for their children. (Brockton,
1975) The firm of Charles Hillings and Sons, whose for-
tune was made in the slave trade, opened an African Free
School in Philadelphia in the early 1800's. Here,
Anthony Benezet gave free lessons to Black adults in the
evenings. When Benezet died, funding for the school
ceased and it closed due to lack of financial support.
Philadelphia's Quakers did much to help Black
Philadelphians receive an education. For sixty-four
years the Quakers operated and supported the Free School
House at 1223-25 Spring Street. The school still stands.
Avery College Training School in Pittsburgh, Pa.
was founded in 1849. This school had the right to confer
degrees. Its departmental organization consisted of
domestic economy, millinery, tailoring, nurse training,
domestic science, cutting and drafting, and intermediate
English. "The chief object of the institution was the
extension and improvement of industrial education as a
means of opening better avenues for employment to colored
men and women." (Howard, 1910)
In 1832, a Quaker, Richard Humpherys, provided a
bequest in his will for a School for Colored Youth in the
outskirts of Philadelphia. Its purpose was to train
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Black men in farming and allied subjects. After a few
years the students rejected the limitations of the edu-
cational program and rebelled. The farm on which the
school stood was then sold, and a new school was built in
1852. By 1904 this school was moved to Cheney, Pa.
and renamed the Cheney Normal School. It was later re-
named, and is now known as Cheney College. It is one of
the two predominantly Black higher education institutions
in Pennsylvania. Although it began as a private college
it is now a public institution.
Black Philadelphians, instrumental in advancing the
education of their own, by their own efforts, at their
own expense and sacrifice, established the Philadelphia
Library Company for Colored Persons in 1833 and incor-
porated in 1836. It was the most prestigious literary
and cultural organization for Blacks of its time. The
purpose of the Library Company was the collection of use-
ful works of every description, for the benefit of its
members. During the same period the following Black
cultural societies were among those that existed:
Demosthean Institute, 1837; Edgewood Society, 1837;
Female Society, 1931; Reading Room Society, 1828; Rush
Library and Debating Society, 1836; Phyliss Wheatley
Association, early 19 00. The most famous of them all was
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founded in 18 97 by a group of Black ™en for the preserve-
tion of Black heritage. (Byers, 1977 )
Regardless of the effort or the attainment, whether
slave or free, educated or not. Blacks were reluctant to
call attention to themselves or their talents. When it
became necessary to do so, they did so humbly and apolo-
getically, behaving as if they had presumed more than
they were entitled. Benjamin Banneker, having completed
the plans for laying out the nation's capital, hoped his
Almanac would come to the attention of Thomas Jefferson.
On August 19, 1791, Banneker wrote to Jefferson:
"... Sir, I am fully sensible of the
greatness of that freedom which I take
with you on the present occasion; a
liberty which seemed to me scarcely
allowable, when I reflect on the dis-
^^^9^ished and dignified station in
which you stand; and the most general
prejudice and prepossession which is so
prevalent in the world against those of
my complexion.
.
."
Despite the activity and apparent freedom of free
Blacks to pursue learning in Philadelphia, repression
and constraints on educating Blacks were not limited to
the southern states as the examples above could lead one
to believe. In New Haven, Conn., 1831, the citi-
zens of that northeastern town voted 700 to 4 to deny
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Blacks the right to establish a college for the educa-
tion of their young. In 1835, Noyes Academy, Caanen,
New Hampshire, was demolished by local Whites, angered
that it had enrolled fourteen Black students. (Wesley,
1975) It reminds one of Pittsburgh in 1979. Genovese
(1974) states the matter succinctly:
"Northern white support placed an im-portant role, but the extent to whichDiacKs with few resources and little
experiences scraped to pay for schools
and teachers stands out like a miracle."
Despite the oppressiveness of slavery and the exis-
tence of the "Black Codes" which prohibited teaching
slaves, some slaves did learn to read and write. However,
Nat Turner's Rebellion caused even the most benevolent
slave master to fear. Out of such fear, these masters
became unusually harsh and restrictive. From the time of
Turner's Rebellion until the Civil War, the increasing
activities of Abolitionists stepped up the repression of
Blacks and caused what little education that was avail-
able to a select few to diminish. The role of Black
education or lack of it, as the case was, "served almost
totally in the maintenance of a segregated society."
(Carnoy, 1971)
The Civil War had been fought. Northern Aboli-
tionists won. The south was beaten. The slaves were
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freed. For one brief and shining moment, it appeared that
the United States of America would live by those most
sacred tenets of the Declaration of Independence which
States:
. . .All men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their creator with
certain unalienable rights, that among
these are life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness.
.
The calibre of the American social conscience seemed
high so as to allow Blacks the opportunity
to try to catch up with White society. It seemed that
the White conscience would even allow for some reparta-
tion, small albeit, for two hundred and fifty years of
slave labor given forceably by the decendents of Songhay.
There was the promise of a mule--that never came. The
denial of land in an agrarian society was a cruel blow.
However, for the first time in the history of the nation,
the government made support for education accessible to
Blacks. The school laws of the time demanded equal edu-
cational opportunities for Whites and Blacks.
The Freedmen's Bureau which came into existence in
1863, had never been adequately funded or staffed to
perform its mission. It was discontinued in 1887. The
Freedmen's Bureau and northern churches together, had
gone into the south to educate Blacks and poor Whites.
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Simple 'readin 'riting and 'rithmatic were not all that
was taught. These men and women struggled to teach the
newly freed Blacks and the poor, all but disenfranchised
Whites, how to protect their rights. Rutherford B. Hayes'
ambitious quest for the presidency of the United States
changed the positive direction in which the nation seemed
headed and set a negative stamp on national behavior for
the next century. For the presidency of 1887, Hayes
traded away the hard-won rights of the nation's youth.
Once government support for their activities was dis-
^o^^tinued, the pathetic effort of a few independently
financed people soon died, leaving Blacks physically free
but naive and inexperienced, to the tender mercies of
former slave masters and overseers. Added to the hatred
of former masters and overseers was that of poor Whites,
who particularly hated Blacks, in the absence of any
visible enemy on which to blame their own low estate.
(Noland, 1973), (Carnoy, 1971)
For seventy years after the Hayes betrayal, American
Blacks, most particularly those living in the southern
United States, were free in name only.
Black education, after the Civil War depended en-
tirely upon the social and economic utility that educa-
tion of Blacks had for a particular class of White people
who were in political control of the south's political and
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and economic systems and structures. Once the trappings
of governmental protection was removed the new economic
function of Blacks was that of tenant farmers (share-
croppers)
. As political control of the south reverted
back to the planter class, education of Blacks and poor
Whites alike came to a halt. "It was considered an
unnecessary evil in a system where the worker was tied
to the land." (Carnoy, 1971)
The 1896 Supreme Court decision in Plessy vs.
Ferguson, (citation omitted) although handed down on a
matter concerned with the rights of Blacks to travel in
the same railroad compartments as Whites, had adverse
impact upon all of the aspects of life in America for
Black citizens.
This decision by the Supreme Court of the United
States established the "separate but equal" doctrine which
firmly entrenched segregation in the school houses of
both the north and south. Separate proved to be anything
but equal. The physical separation of Black children
from White in the Classrooms, built, as it was, on
"irrefutable" scientific evidence of racist scholars that
Blacks were inherently inferior, has inflicted irreparable
harm upon American Blacks. While immigrant Whites, who
came to the United States in flight from intolerable con-
ditions of poverty and political oppression in their home
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lands, were being phased into the mainstream of Ameri-
can life through the industrial bureaucracy by way of pub-
lic education. Black Americans were deliberately held in
check in racist segregated schools outside the mainstream
of American life. Justification for these forced condi-
tions for Black people were fixed in the idea that Blacks
were genetically inferior; that notion had long since
attained the status of scientific evidence drawn from
systematic thought by the scientists of the time.
Many college presidents and professors defended the
system of enslavement. A Yale professor said: "If Jesus
Christ were now on earth, he would, under certain circum-
stances become a slave holder. No human institution is
more manifestly consistent with the will of God than
domestic slavery and none of his ordinances is written in
more legible characters than that which consigns the
American race to this condition." Samuel Morton the most
prominent crainologist, in the United States, in the
nineteenth century concluded, "The capacity of the Negro
cranium was less than that of the Anglo-Saxon by twelve
cubic inches, therefore, the Negro is incapable of
intellectual equality with the Anglo-Saxon." In 1910,
Howard Odum helped perpetuate the myth of Black intellec-
tual inferiority. Odum wrote in Social and Mental Traits
of the Negro;
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. . . The Negro has little conscience
or love of home, no local attachments
of the better sort, he has no pride of
ancestry and he is not influenced by thelives of great men. He has little con-
cept of the meaning of virtue, truth,
manhood or integrity. He is shiftless,
untidy and indolent.
.
." (Mays, 1967)
Fortunately, according to Dr. Benjamin Mays (1967)
"Dr. Odum changed his mind before he died." But he had
already blamed the victim for having been victimized.
Professor Thomas R. Drew of the College of William
and Mary, comforted lower class Whites by indicating to
them that they could identify with the most privileged
and affluent of the community. "In the south, he said
"no white man feels such inferiority of rank as to be
unworthy of those around him. Color alone (emphasis
added) is the badge of distinction, the true mark of
tocracy
,
and all who are White are equal in spite of
the variety of occupation." (Franklin, 1965) This re-
mark lifted the egos of poor White men, it helped them
forget that they could not adequately feed their own
families because of the more affluent White man's needs.
(Katz, 1971) Thus, poor Whites were played off against
vulnerable Blacks, while the elite maintained their
status position without censure and with impunity.
Blacks were needed as agricultural labor and then
as unskilled labor. These functions after the Civil War,
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defined by White northern industrialists, fixed the
Blacks at the lowest rung of the ladder in the eco-
nomic hierarcy. (Carnoy, 1971)
The inferiority of Blacks is a fallacy told so often
from such high places, that it has taken on the garment
of truth. Daniel Moynihan and Arthur Jensen are among
the latest of a long line of racist "experts" to per-
petuate the myth of Black genetic insufficiency and
moral incompetence.
Ca.rnoy (1977: 272) states the case perhaps more
succinctly than other authors when he wrote "... the
economic imperative that led Whites to define Blacks as
capable only of simple manual labor delimited the school-
ing provided for the group. If Blacks were manual labor-
ers they were to be given the limited skills necessary
to perform their unskilled work functions. Capitalist
needs defined peoples' roles in the industrialization of
America ..."
Dr. Kenneth Clark (1965) notes: "The persistence
of the old patterns of racism and segregation have
damaged both races and eroded the human spirit of one,
no less the other. Our segregated society has depressed
the motivation, generated conflicts in self-esteem, and
constricted the perspectives of Negroes." It took fifty-
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eight years and fifty Supreme Court cases to bring into
law a doctrine of equality for all America's people.
The 1900 's were a time in the United States when
Black people could neither feel safe on their own land
nor in their own homes. The "separate but equal" doc-
trine of the Plessy vs. Ferguson decision unleashed the
evil temperament of American Whites. Black schools,
north and south fell victim to racist state governments.
Black schools received a disproportionately low alloca-
tion per pupil. (Carnoy, 1971)
Noland (1967) asserts that in 1900 the southern
states spent approximately three times as much in educat-
ing a White child as in educating a Black child. During
1900, South Carolina expended for Whites $5.75 for every
dollar spent for educating a Black pupil. By 1915, the
ratio per pupil expenditure in South Carolina reached $12
to $1.
The United States Department of Interior, Bureau of
Education, reported in 1917, that the results of "A Study
of the Private and Public High Schools for Colored People
in the United States" revealed: "the per capita expense
per pupil in the public schools of counties that were 75%
Black was $1.78 per Black child as compared to $22 per
White child per year."
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Southern Whites segregated the children of their
Black laborers in financially starved schools in order
to perpetuate supposed racial differences that must, in
fact be deliberately induced. (Noland, 1967)
By depriving Blacks of education, the White planter
class was then able to use them as sharecroppers. This
avenue of deprivation was then used to prevent Blacks from
voting and having any influence in their own destiny.
(Noland, 1971) At the same time the White planter
class regained slave labor in all but name. White indus-
ti^islists of the north saw Blacks as a cheap source of
docile labor which could be more effectively exploited
than White labor.
With the return of the Confederacy to power in the
south, thousands of Blacks fled to the north or west,
they sought to earn their living without "the chicanery
of sharecropping;" they sought personal safety away from
the terror of the mobs by day and the Ku Klux Klan by
night. Hughes and Metzler (1958) , assert, however, that
the south did not want to let its Negro laborers go.
Transportation companies were forbidden to sell them
tickets, vagrancy laws were evoked to arrest travelers
and Negro "agitators" who preached migration were horse-
whipped and driven away.
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Black leaders gave their reasons for migrating from
the south to the Forty-Sixth Congress. They told of the
fearsome life of sharecropping. Senate Report 693 reads:
They stated that they had no security
of life or limb or property; that they
worked year in and year out, and not-
withstanding they raised good crops,
they were at the end of the year in
debt; that they were charged exorbitant
for provisions, men were shot down
for political purposes
. . . they said
they would rather go to the Prairie and
starve.
"
Employers took advantage of penniless free men.
As slaves their masters were paid $150 to $180 monthly
to hire them out as tabacco workers in Richmond; as free
men they were paid from $18 to $20 for the same work.
Blacks were further misused. A system of fines
and arrests for "trumped up" or inconsequential charges
filled the jails with Black prisoners who were often
hired out for as little as ten cents a day. Many pri-
soners were children as young as eight years old.
Skilled brick masons and carpenters were paid less
because they were Black. The dirtiest, most meanial work
was allocated to Blacks. In the foundries of Pennsylvania
and Albama, "they shoveled the coal, loaded flateaters
and cleaned furnaces."
Northern capital moved into the south after the
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Civil War, taking advantage of the existing pool of
non-unionized, cheap Black labor. The water routes,
rich coal and mineral resources, new mills and plants
had been constructed in many southern communities. New
railroads were built. Mining and smelting industries
and lumber businesses were rapidly developed. By 1880,
the region held one-fourth of the Nation's cotton mills.
The management of these northern—owned factories was
given over to local southerners. White workers were
given preference. If the new industries welcomed Blacks
all, it was as heavy laborers at the lowest wage
scale or as porters in mills where other jobs were held
by Whites.
Road building, sewer digging, street cleaning,
brick-making, rock-quarrying, furnace stoking and mining
were the lot of Blacks. By 1890, one third of all Black
laborers were female domestic servants, the lowest paid
work in the United States.
Prior to the Civil War, all construction work in the
south was done by Blacks. The skilled artisans of pre-
Civil War days were rapidly replaced after the War by
White workers who formed guilds which barred Blacks from
the crafts in which they were expert. White workers
would "rather strike than work next to a Black man."
This put Blacks on "the mudsill of southern economic
life," to use Langston Hughes' imagery.
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Hughes and Metzler (1958), Bowles and Gintis (1971),
Carnoy (1971), and Noland (1975), all agree that White
workers considered Blacks a threat, both in the north
and south. Even though membership in the unions would
help to eliminate the usage of Blacks for lower wages
than Whites, and to eradicate the threat to White workers,
the unions refused Black membership, generally. White
workers rioted in many cities, rather than work beside
Blacks
.
Union barriers to Blacks, north and south, reacted
to the detriment of Black and White workers alike.
Employers did not hesitate to use Black workers as
strike breakers. Black workers, unable to support their
families and unable to belong to the unions, had little
alternative but to work whenever and wherever they could.
Racial prejudice had so become a part of the warp and
woof of the fabric of the Nation's behavior, that White
workers could not put it aside even in their own best
interests
.
From 1890 to 1900, 1,217 mob murders by hangings,
burnings, shootings or beatings were recorded. From
January to October of 1900, newspapers reported 114
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lynchings, all but two were in the south. Ida B.
Wells writes in the Red Record ; "... Protection of
White womanhood, as the south claims, is not the basis
for these lynchings, since in no given year had even
half of the Negroes who were lynched been charged with
rape or attempted rape and in 1900 less than 15% of these
lynched had been suspected ..." "Lynching," she argued,
'Vas a form of intimidation to preserve the plantation
economy and the White ballot box in the south."
Although Fredrick Douglass agreed wholeheartedly
with Ms. Wells' statement, he did not agree that the
south alone was to blame for the plight of Black people.
In 1892 Douglass said "... nor is the south alone
responsible for this burning shame. The sin against the
Negro is both sectional and national; and until the voice
of the north shall be heard in emphatic condemnation and
withering reproach against these continued ruthless mob
law murders, it will remain equally involved with the
south in the common crime." (Hughes and Metzler, 1958)
Black people had no legal protection against such
violence. (Hughes and Metzler, 1958) The irony of it
is that for the same actions against Jews in Germany,
this Nation asked how the German people could remain
impervious to what was happening to Jews under Hitler.
One has to ask how the "good" American people remained so
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long inured from what other American Whites were
doing to Blacks. The other irony is that Germany was
made to pay reparations for German treatment of the
Jewish people in the 1930
-s and 40 's. For Blacks, after
more than two hundred years of the same torture, servi-
tude and degradation, no mule and no land was forth-
coming.
Circumstances in the north were better, but not by
much. Before 1900 less than five percent of the nation's
Black population lived in northern and western states.
(Carnoy, 1971) In 1910, for example, the Black popula-
tion of the city of Pittsburgh, Pa was 40,000. A large
migration of southern Blacks provided the George Westing-
house Company with a new source of trainable (unskilled)
labor. Byers (1971) affirmed that Westinghouse employed
Black men "in every capacity." "They made electric
light bulbs, wind ammatures, and built motors. Some of
the best machine hands employed at Westinghouse are
colored men. One of them has been in the company's
employment for twenty years or more." It simply did not
occur to Byers to wonder why none of these efficient,
long-term employees had not reached foreman status after
twenty years. He tells us even more as he writes about
Pittsburgh. "The schools are mixed at every grade, but
the only employment opened to coloreds by the school
board are a few jobs as janitors."
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From 1910 to 1960, the Black population of the
Nation changed from a southern rural peasantry into a
substantial northern and southern urban working class.
The United States, having relied upon immigrant labor,
discovered, quite suddenly, as things go, that it could
get along by tapping its own surplus or rural manpower
just as Europe had been doing since the beginning of
the Industrial Revolution." (Bond, 1935) But the shift
of Blacks from southern farms to northern factories re-
sulted in conflict as soon as World Wars I and II were
over. White factory workers returned to claim what they
perceived to be theirs. White workers saw Black workers
as competition, particularly for unskilled jobs and the
low-paying categories of urban workers for fifty years of
this period. (Bowles and Gintis, 1971)
Byers (1977) listed the schools and institutions
controlled by "Colored" people in 1910 as " . . . Eight
schools and institutions comprised of five trade schools,
one hospital, one home for orphan children, and one home
for aged women, received a total of $95,000 from the
state, with the largest single share going to the Fredrick
Douglass Hospital of Philadelphia . . . He asserts:
4"Among the educational institutions
opened to colored youth of Pennsyl-
vania are State College, located inCentre County. This institution isdirectly under control of the State
teaches scientific farming.
There have been only one Negro gradu-
ate from the school to our knowledge."
On the other hand Byers tells us that Lincoln
University, located in Oxford, Pennsylvania, graduated a
large number of Negroes who have entered all walks of
life. (Lincoln is a Black university founded by the
Presbyterian Church)
.
He goes on to recount from the Black Business
Digest of 1910:
"Of late years, owing to the increas-
ing growth of the Negro population in
all of the large cities and towns as
more and more Negroes come up from the
south, a large number of cooperative
businesses cater to the Negro trade,
but deny him employment, even if fitted
for work other than common labor."
By his own accounting, the larger cities of the Common-
wealth funded de facto segregated schools for Black
children. In the sparsely populated rural areas, where
Blacks were few, integrated schools existed.
Noland (1967) , Bowles and Gintis (1971) , Carnoy
(1971) , and Bond (1965) , agree that between 1901 and 1911
the Southern Education Board, an interracial partnership
of northern industrialists and southern progressives, who
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advocated education as the answer to the problem of
ascription for Black Americans, bowed to the will of
White supremisfs insistence that the education of the
Negro should be inferior. The Board had an annual
operating income in excess of the budgets of most
southern states for education. Working within the
framework of southern power and race relations, northern
philanthropists such as Rockefeller, Slater, Phelps-
Stokes, Jeanes and Rosenwald contributed to the General
Education Board. The Board received $50 million in
foundation money from Rockefeller alone. They accom-
plished much in starting the public educational process
in the south. (Noland, 1967) Its income rose from
one million to $400 million. But even that was not
enough to educate the children of twelve states. Those
®t^hes, reaching from Texas to Virginia had 17,000,000
people in them in 1890 and twice as many by 1940. Only
the efficient and equitable use of tax monies and the
help of the Federal Government could address the need.
Good and Teller (1973) write:
"Wnite northern capitalism has been asso-
ciated with humanitarian treatment of
Blacks and it must be conceded that a
humanitarian element is present in the
philantrophic efforts during the
reconstruction and around the turn of the
century - humanitarianism was always
secondary to capitalists economic needs.
The economic needs revolved first around
exploiting southern resources including
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Blacks / to hold down wages in the
north. Northern solutions to Black
problems in the south were therefore
conditioned by the imperatives of
^o^thern capitalism. Rather than
liberating the Blacks from oppres-
sion by southern Whites, northern
liberals eventually changed to the
conditions of oppression from rural
to urban servitude."
The Kerner Report (1967) concluded, Despite these
complexities, [Black-White relationships in America]
certain fundamental matters were clear. Of these, the
most fundamental was the racial attitude and behavior
of White Americans toward Black Americans. "Race preju-
dice has shaped our history decisively in the past; it
now threatens to do so again." The first (of the bitter
fruits of White racial attitudes) is surely the continued
exclusion of a great number of Negroes from the benefits
of economic progress through discrimination in employ-
ment and education and their enforced confinement in
segregated housing and schools."
Half a century after the Plessy vs. Ferguson deci-
sion firmly established into law the "separate but equal"
doctrine which was to cause so many ills to Black
Americans, the Supreme Court reversed itself with the
Brown vs. Topeka Kansas decision of May 17, 1954. That
decision declared that "segregated schooling" was in-
herently unequal" and that it did "irreparable harm."
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The Court and the Nation had come a long way from the
decision rendered against Berea College in Kentucky in
1908 which prohibited Berea from teaching Black and White
children in the same building. The Supreme Court ordered
school integration but added one clause to the Brown
decision which is still reaping the affect of racism on
the education of American children. The phrase "with all
deliberate speed has been interpreted by many as "no
speed at all"; in practice, it was interpreted as a
license to roadblock the process of school desegregation.
When finally it was realized that the school sys-
tems of White America had no intention at all of inte-
themselves, the United States Justice Department
concentrated its efforts on the south. The north still
seen as the paragon of liberty for Black Americans, was
left reasonably unscratched. Northern cities had, over
the years from World War I to World War II, become the
place where Blacks came, seeking to escape severe oppres-
sion. "By 1980 an additional forty-three million persons
would be added to the seventy percent of the national
population which already inhabited the cities of America.
"
Green (1968) and Mayhew (1969) affirm that "A majority
of the children in the cities are the urban poor Black,
for Blacks comprise the largest minority group in the
Nation. With greater specificity, Hummel and Nagel (1965)
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stated that of all the urban poor, Blacks are the
most visible, the most numerous, and the fastest
growing population. The change in Black population in
the metropolitan areas, in center cities, has reached
91% since 1960; which is to say that 58% of the Nation's
Black population live in center cities. Brewster Smith,
writing in Prejudice, U.S.A. (1965) concluded that "the
schools are mare's nests of problems acute and chronic."
Kenneth Clark (1965), Herbert Kohl (1967), Johnathan
Kosel (1968), and James Herdon (1969) argue that the
schools of the inner city Black ghetto are all too likely
to represent an educational system that is itself preju-
diced against the slum child, most particularly the Black
slum child; that the segregated urban inner city schools
prejudice the child's life chances and arrange matters so
as to confirm this pessimistic presupposition. Johnson,
(1963) , adds; These systems undermine the basis on which
could be developed, self-respect and a sense of efficacy;
it cripples his inborn human potential for taking ad-
vantage of the meager opportunities that remain open to
him. It subjects the child to all manner of indignity.
The systems are manned by teachers and administrators
who themselves are prejudiced against the children they
teach.
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Zacharius (1964), suggests that by all known criteria
in neighborhood after neighborhood, the majority of urban
schools are a dismal failure. In many schools the aver-
age IQ is 84% and drops steadily as the child grows.
"Adolescents depart from these schools ill-prepared to
lead useful, satisfying lives."
In the early days of this country's industrializa-
tion, the cities were occupied by the European immigrant
poor. School failures were absorbed into the society
because it required a large unskilled manual labor work-
force to meet its needs. (Gordon & Wilkerson, 1968)
But the present-day technological era is one in which
automation has displaced the need for unskilled manual
labor. (Toffler, 1969) "Then as now," writes Mario
Fantini (1970), "urban schools are not concerned with
processing the raw material for an orderly capitalistic
society." The Coleman Report (1968) is quite definite,
very clearly stating "it is true that even in socially and
racially integrated schools a child's family background
correlates highly to his performance." This, despite
the fact that the mothers in multi-problem households of
central Harlem, in 1964 had high aspirations for their
children. "They had little concept however, of what is
required of them and their children, or what should be
demanded of the child's school in order that the child
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have some guarantee of access to college." (Joan
Gordon, 1965) The Nation then adopted the "War on
Poverty," which in theory at least, was to help the
poor catch up.
Yette (1970) draws conclusions from his own first-
hand observations as a high level employee of the "War
on Poverty," in the Economic Opportunity Commission. He
tells of the uses to which monies legislated for the use
of school systems to upgrade the education of the poor,
(most particularly minority students) was put in the
60 's. Yette asserts that the Economic Opportunities Act
monies and the Elementary and Secondary Schools Act
monies went largely to the industrialists who manu-
factured "educational gadgets." He writes:
"In fiscal 1965, the year before the
ESEA was effective, the total Office
of Education budget was $954,717,000
with $115,150,000 of it spent with the
industrialists. However, fiscal '66
was a bumper year for the industrial-
ists who raked off profits from the
poor in both the job corps and the
Office of Education. In fiscal '66
the Office of Education doubled its
total budget to $1,972,720,000,000 but
its spending with industrialists quad-
rupled from $115,100,000 to $422,130,000"
The purchase of "education gadgetry" from the
industrialists so overloaded school warehouses that
superintendents began to ask for expanded space in which
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to keep supplies, thus causing something of a problem
for the then Education Commissioner, Harold Howe II.
Howe appeared before the National Studio-Vision Associa-
tion in Washington, D.C., on July 13, 1968. He told
the Association members:
"Some of our social critics have be-
come increasingly concerned over what
seems to them the ominous emergence of
^ 'social-industrial complex'
rivaling in its iniquity and influence
the inili tary—industrial complex' against
which President Eisenhower warned us
nearly a decade ago. About the only
similarity I see between education and
defense industries is that both have
developed well-oiled routes to Congress."
Twenty-five years after the Brown decision, the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare took the
first step toward "what could be the nation's longest
and bitterest battle over school busing on October 27,
1979." When Patricia Harris, Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, turned the case over to the
United States Justice Department, she concluded that
"compliance (with the Nation's anti-discrimination laws)
cannot be secured by voluntary means and I cannot, in
good conscience agree to further delay under the guise
of negotiations."
The Health, Education, and Welfare's Office of
Civil Rights, stated that the school board had fostered
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segregation by the way it had drawn school district
boundaries, and the location of new schools, as well
as in many other diverse ways. (The Patriot News,
Harrisburg, Pa., October 19, 1979) Observations made
as part of the field study for this research included
actions made by the Pennsylvania Human Relations Com-
mission as they concerned the desegregation of Penn-
sylvania's public schools and colleges.
On November 26, 1979, the Pennsylvania Human
Relations Commission staff reported to its Commissioners
the current status of their Order to the Pittsburgh
system to submit a reasonable desegregation plan for its
school system. All summer long and for years before,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, as well as many small dis-
tricts, had been ordered to develop desegregation plans.
They had submitted inadequate plans and then were ordered
to resubmit amended and modified plans. It seems per-
fectly clear that these systems will not desegregate,
for it has taken them 25 years just to plan.
The school systems argued, as did the Erie school
system, that their systems have never been either de
jure or de facto segregated. They argued that some
schools had a larger Black population than other because
of the segregated housing patterns of the communities in
which these schools exist. To deny de facto segregation
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at the same time that one seeks to legitimize segregated
schools on the basis of segregated housing, is at least
a non-sequitor; it is a pre-text.
In each of these communities, certain of the school
board members have been elected on the basis of bold and
open anti-desegregation campaigns. However, neither the
Pennsylvania State Department of Education nor the United
states Department of Health, Education and Welfare, seems
to have the courage and political will, although they do
have the right, the duty, and the legal responsibility,
to remove the federal and state funds from school dis-
bricts which will not desegregate. Although the student
body is clearly segregated, the status of the Black
faculty is worse, since they are fewer in number. There
are almost no Black administrators in these schools.
When Black faculty and administrators are employed by
these systems, they are usually assigned entirely to
Black affairs, which make them devoid of any affect on
White students. Ray Rist (1978) asserts: that of
nearly 42 million children in the public elementary and
secondary schools, more than 50% (21.8 million) ride
buses to school. Of these, only 7% (1.5 million) are
bussed for purposes of desegregation.
The majority of the remaining Black children con-
tinue to be trapped in segregated schools. Generally
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these schools are of poor academic quality because of
poor funding and inadequate instruction.
Marva Coleman left the Chicago Public School sys-
tern after fourteen years as a classroom teacher to open
her own school, so that she could educate Black children.
The children who came were those whom the school system
had labelled "retarded" and "incapable of learning."
Their parents, those who can afford to, pay Ms. Coleman
$80 monthly; those who cannot afford to, pay propor-
tionately to their ability, or not at all. Federal aid
IS refused by Ms. Coleman because she "does not want
bureaucratic control over what she can and cannot do."
What she does do, is to teach her pupils and she expects
them to learn. She teaches all ages in the same class-
room, believing "that there is little correlation between
age and the ability to learn." The children, who re-
ceive individualized instruction "tackle materials from
Hans Christian Anderson, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Emerson,
and Nietzche." Ms. Coleman replied to a reporter's
question, "What do you get out of this?" "These kids
promise that they will teach Socrates, Alexander the
Great, and Homer to another person and another person
long after I am gone. (N.Y. Times, December 9, 1969)
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Little has changed since colonial times. If Black
children are to be educated, it is still at the sacri-
fice of Black parents and teachers with limited re-
sources. The fact that they do so and succeed still
constitutes Genovese's miracle.
The "deliberate speed" of Brown
, interpreted to
mean as slowly as possible, or better - Do Not Disturb
the Status Quo - was to lead Black Americans to the
streets in open rebellion against three and one-half
centuries of inequality and brutality. The bullet that
killed Martin Luther King, Jr. was to spark the changes
from benign neglect to cautious concern.
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The Development of the Educational Bureaucracy:
Its Relationship to Industry and
Its Affect on Stratification of Americans
American colleges and universities stand at the top
of the pyramidal ordering of the national educational
hierarchy through which the American people are desig-
nated for life roles and functions according to the needs
of the capitalist-industrial bureaucracy. That bureau-
cracy controls the government, the schools and the uni-
versities. The hierarchial ordering indiginous to the
education system, internally and externally, has evolved
from colonial times into a complex structure by the
1970's. (Perkins, 1971)
This section of the paper is devoted to a review of
the literature that speaks to and analyzes the growth
of the colleges and universities from the simple common
schools of Pennsylvania 'to the multiversity, and rela-
tionship of that bureaucrat tic growth to the needs of
society. Almost every layer placed upon the educational
bureaucracy came out of local or national crisis as well
as the needs and requirements of local, national and
international business.
Eighteenth century America was largely an agrarian
society with few cities. Its leadership was aristocra-
tic, if not landed. Most of the first settlers, (one-
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sixth or one-seventh) descended from English convicts,
who were transported to the colonies when they were used
as penal settlements. After the English convicts, there
arrived daily, new immigrants from Europe many of whom
were German. They came either in search of new beginnings,
or as indentured servants transported to pay some indebted-
ness to the societies they left. The major cities were
New Amsterdam (later New York), Boston and Philadelphia.
Of them, Philadelphia was known as the "Athens of
America. From the beginning the colonial economic sys-
tem was capitalistic, "Capitalist and labor combined in
the production and transportation of goods." (Russell,
1971)
Philadelphia was a microcosm of new capitalism, it
had a large and ever increasing population. It thrived
as a center of commerce and as a meeting place between
north and south. The city had many Blacks, slave and
free. It was possible in the city of Philadelphia to
change a small business into a large thriving one, by
wholesale as well as retail trade. It was the place
where the intellegentsia and the gentry of the Nation
came for comraderie with their peers, and for planning
the destiny of the colonies. (Cheney, 1973)
The social ordering of the inhabitants of the city
of Philadelphia was stratified so that the small upper
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class, who intermarried to hold their fortunes among
themselves and the professional men (lawyers and doctors)
who made good fees, were at the pinnacle of the social
order. Below them, the group possessing the most wealth
was the class of small merchants and artisans. Mer-
chants and artisans worked either for themselves or
others, but they received good wages for their labors.
Between the wealthy and this middle class, there was a
wide social class distinction. There was little possi-
t^ility for mechanics, most of whom were small merchants,
or small retail dealers to rise above their stations.
The lines between upper class, middle class, and the
lower classes were sharply drawn. The professional landed
mercantile, and office-holding class were on one side of
this line, the common people, the small trades people and
artisans on the other. Low-born men, if able, were recog-
nized but hardly accepted within the circle of the aris-
tocracy. Slaves were not considered at all.
There was considerable poverty in the city and much
social disorder. Punishment for infamous crimes and mis-
demeanors were harsh. Slaves were sent regularly to the
court house by their owners to be whipped. (Cheney, 1973)
By 1711, the William Penn Charter School, which
still exists, was chartered to give private elementary
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classical training to a select 2 nfi.t;iecr to 30 young boys by
a church of England (Episcopal) minster. "Plainer
English" was taught to an additional 20 to 30 boys from
less influencial families at another location.
In 1740, twenty-four gentlemen, among them Benja-
min Franklin, (not an aristocrat by colonial standards)
voluntarily united themselves as founders to establish
an Academy. Franklin's plan was to make available
utilitarian education rather than a cultural education
for sons of merchants. Once the Academy was established,
William Smith, a Scotsman was hired to develop its
instructional curriculum. Smith proved to be the archi-
tect of the administrative structure that was to emerge
from the establishment of the Academy, and which even-
tually set the model for American education.
Whitfield was also interested in the English Charity
Schools which were then at the height of interest in all
of the English speaking communities. The goal was the
alleviation of the plight of Black slaves, foundlings,
factory children and chimney sweeps in England, which
spread to the colonies. As soon as Dr. William Smith
learned that the Charity Schools were to be established
in Pennsylvania he formulated an educational plan and sub-
mitted it to the London Society in 1753 concerning the
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"Government of the Schools."
of two parts:
Smith's plan was essentially
TO have all places of education uni-formly governed by one set of men sothat youth everywhere may be trainediiidSubordination to the public sense.
"One or two of these trustees is once ayear to visit all the schools and exa-ine the scholars, giving a small pre-mium to the boys, born of German
parents, who shall best deliver an
oration in English ..."
Smith also proposed that the teachers for this New
Charity School should be supplied from the Academy (the
private school for the rich) which he had opened in 1740.
(Weber, 1969)
The original goal of the Charity Schools were
quickly subsumed by Smith's plan. The primary purpose
for the Charity School became to socialize and assimulate
the German population so as to create a loyal base in
Pennsylvania for the English King to whom the aristo-
loyal. Smith's plan called for a process by
which:
"By common education of English and Ger-
man youth at the same schools, acquain-
tances and connections will be formed
and deeply impressed upon them in their
cheerful open moments. The English lan-
guage and conformity to manners will be
acquired so they might be taught to feel
the meaning and to exult in the enjoyment
of liberty, a home and social endearments.
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and once these sacred names are under-
stood and felt at the heart, when once
a few intermarriages are made between
nations in each country, which will
naturally follow from schools acquain-
tances, and the acquisition of a com-
mon language, no arts of our enemies
will allow distinctions to divide them
in their affection; and all the narrow
distinctions of extraction, etc., will
be forgot - forever forgotten in higher
interest.” (Weber, 1969:27)
During the years between 1740 and 1755, the ori-
ginal site of the Academy was enlarged through the pur-
chase of the adjacent lots of land. By 1755, the
building had been altered and housed the college, the
Academy and the Charity School (the public school for
poor White males. Under a new charter for the incor-
poration of the trustees of the College, Academy and
Charity School of the Providence of Philadelphia, a new
college in the most extensive sense of the word was
erected in this city and added to the collection of
schools formally called the Academy. "This hierarchy
of schools was administered by a provost, teaching the
philosophical branches and having general oversight
responsibility over students, a vice-provost who headed
the Latin School and also the Rector of the Academy.
All masters were now called professors; and the grant of
power to the trustees acting through the provost and the
vice-provost to admit students in the College and Academy,
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and other persons to any degree to which persons
usually admitted in either or any of the universities of
Great Britain. (Cheney, 1971)
Consequently, from one institution. White males
could be educationally prepared according to their sta-
tions in life. In the private elitist Academy, the rich
would learn to be gentlemen and go on to earn degrees;
in the Charity School, the poor would receive a funda-
mental education and if able, could aspire to a degree.
These were the influences with which Thomas Jefferson;
gentleman, aristocrat, scholar, landowner, slave holder,
and third President of the United States of America,
major author of the Declaration of Independence, and
the Nation's Constitution lived. As much as any other,
Jefferson was the architect of the country's social order,
formulating for the new capitalist society many of its
most basic tenents. His influence transcended three
centuries of American life and affects the lives of most
of the people on this planet in the 1970 's.
Jefferson's educational thought processes according
to David Tyack (1967) were that the function of a school
system was to develop workers rapidly. Jefferson assumed
that people were differentially equipped by nature or
social origins to occupy varied economic levels in the
class structure. The school system, by providing
equal opportunity to elevate the masses, guiding them
sensibly and fairly" to their mainfold social and eco-
nomic roles in adulthood. Jefferson proposed a two-
track educational system in 1799, which would prepare
individuals for adult life in one of two classes,
"the laboring and the learned".
. . He believed that
even the children of laboring class would have a chance
to enter the learned class; they would be able to qua-
lify for leadership. "Scholarship would allow those
whom nature hath endowed with genius and virtue to be
rendered by liberal education worthy to receive and
able to guard the sacred deposits of the rights of thei
fellow citizens.
.
."
"Such a system," Jefferson
asserted, would succeed in "
. . .raking a few geniuses
from the rubbish.
.
.
"
It should be remembered that at the time that
Jefferson formulated his concept of schooling for the
American people, African Americans were held in bondage
not even to be considered in his education thought.
John Hope Franklin (1965, quoting Jefferson writes:
" [I] did not want to degrade a whole
race of men from work in the scale of
being which perhaps their creator
may have given them ... I advance
it therefore, as suspicion only, that
the Blacks, whether originally a dis-
tant race, or made distant by time and
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circumstance as inferior to Whites in
the endowment of both body and mind."
The reality of Jefferson's formulation was a three
track system. The first track, the elitist track, was
reserved almost entirely for the children of the first
British settlers, these children attended the Academy.
The second was the "laboring" track for those who came
after, but were of European descent. These went to the
Charity Schools. The final track, the one never con-
sidered by him, was that base of the economic system
to be held by the Black American. Carnoy (1971) asserts
that as long as Black's status was fixed by slavery
there was no need for segregation. Slavery, itself de-
fined the place of Blacks in the social order; it assured
their subordination and their exploitation by Whites.
The first American colleges were established through
charters by the King of England. They were denominational;
which is to say, they were church affiliated. Kings in
New York was an Episcopal College as was Harvard. Queens
in New Brunswick, New Jersey was of the Dutch Reform
Church. The College of Philadelphia took pride in being
the one colonial college that was secular, because of its
trustees. Its board was selected for its liberality,
wealth and social influence. They were all Episcopalian,
the provost was an Episcopalian (Church of England) clergy-
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man and "an anglican tinge colored the institution
the whole colonial period." (Cheney, 1973) Their
was to prepare learned gentlemen for the minstry,
medicine. (McCormack, 1966)
during
purpose
law or
Subsidy was raised for their facilities by local
businessmen, usually through the clergy. Thus, there
began the first foundation subsidy for higher education.
The students hired their instructors, paying a fee for
the privilege of learning. The rector or dean of the
college was usually a brother of one of the rich men
whose subsidy helped the college to be maintained. The
boards were made up of eminent community citizens, the
clergy, men of law and medicine, and merchants.
By the beginning of the American industrial revolu-
tion, foundations of the sort just described, controlled
about two-thirds of the endowment and funding of higher
education. Their growth was mainly an expansion in the
number of students taught. The elite continued to send
their sons abroad for refinement of their social and in-
tellectual educations. Middle class merchants, whose sons
received a liberal education which gave them the manners
and knowledge of gentlemen, then placed their sons into
the factory setting to learn the businesses which they would
inherit. There they took over the leadership of these
businesses along with their fathers. (Cheney, 1971)
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By 1825, with the opening of the Erie Canal, industry
needed men who could control nature and direct the build-
ing of railroads so that goods could be transported from
one place to another easily and cheaply. Good and Teller
(1973) suggest that the first active attempt to charter
land grant colleges (public) grew out of the opening of
the Erie Canal, the need railroads had for engineers and
the non-production isolation of farmers, so that the grow-
ing industrial cities could be supplied. Concern for the
supplemental needs of the cities which grew up around the
mills and factories; the needs of the growing factories
for supplies that were not available locally; the need
for power; water and cheaper transportation determined
the need for engineers and for new and improved ways of
farming for greater production with a smaller usage of
people. Many were leaving the farm for the mill town.
However, when the Erie Canal opened there were no civil
engineering schools in existence except at West Point,
the United States Military Academy. Young lieutenants,
graduates of West Point, spent their peace-time years
building railroads and public works.
Morrill Act I, was an outgrowth of the "Turner Move-
ment" of 1853, in which a number of Illinois farmers and
industrialists attempted to secure federal aid for edu-
cation. The "Movement" persuaded the Illinois legislators
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to ask the Congress "for a donation from each state for
half a million acres of public land for a state univer-
sity." These universities were to prepare teachers of
agriculture and industrial subjects taught in the high
schools. It was Turner's view that "the higher insti-
tutions would reform the lower." Morrill incorporated
the Turner Movement concepts into his first act. But
when the original bill passed both Houses of Congress,
the President vetoed it, since "no one could exactly
say what the education benefits would be."
In 1862, a similar bill was enacted carrying a
larger endowment and requiring military training in
the proposed colleges. Good and Teller (1968) assert
that the passage of Morrill Act I was possible because of
the need for soldiers for the Union Army, since farmers
were not joining the army as quickly as they were
needed. McCormack (1966) writes;
"There is much to lead one to believe
that the military training stipulations
were added to the bill in order to
supply soldiers for the Union Army dur-
ing the Civil War."
Older state and private universities competed for
the new federal monies without any preparation for teach-
ing this new type of student. Most of them received the
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grants. Even when they did not they "greatly influenced
the new vocational schools." (McCormack, 1966)
Between 1863, when the Morrill Act I passed, and
1890 when Morrill II passed, there was little enthu-
siasm for the new schools from the people they were
established to attract. The professors assigned to
teach the poorly educated and often illiterate students
were grounded in the classics and unfamiliar with either
the desires or learning capabilities of their students.
Worse, they were unfamiliar with the subject matter of
the courses they were assigned to teach. Very often
the students knew more about the subject matter than the
professors. Farmers distrusted the new "cow colleges"
because their course offerings did not meet the farmers
needs. As a result, the schools could not recruit stu-
dents .
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Maryland's grants were
given to state schools of agriculture. In fifteen
states the grants were given to establish public state
universities. Good and Teller (1973) quote Pugh of
Pennsylvania, a well-known promoter of the "new educa-
tion" who referred to the "undignified haste" of the
elitist colleges to "grasp for these monies to which
they had no legitimate claim, and which they were un-
prepared to meet."
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Because of the low level of literacy of the student
body and the ill-preparedness of the professional staff,
the new colleges established preparatory departments.
These departments were established to allow time for the
professors to catch up with the subject matter, often
utilizing the information brought by the student body.
They also allowed for the transformation of the subject
matter at the same time that students were being assi-
mulated to the life and mode of thinking of the univer-
sity. In the process, however, new departments were
added. Where these land grant colleges were added to
already established universities each was subsumed under
the older school and given an administrative staff on
its own. The dean of the new addition was responsible
to the university president. With the establishment of
new departments, farming was separated from engineering.
Despite everything that was being done, male students
refused to come. Enrollments remained low. (Good and
Teller, 1973)
The absence of male students from land grant col-
leges and State universities as they developed caused
White women to be admitted to a few of them. These
schools lacked the rich alumnae which supported the
larger eastern schools. However, the women were no
better prepared than the males.
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Oberlin College began its co-educational school
in 1833. It opened its doors to women as it did to
Blacks long before it was fashionable or necessary to
the economy or their economic well-being to do so.
Women were admitted to the degree courses taught at
Oberlin in 1838; the first four graduated in 1852.
Antioch College opened its college to women in 1853.
Like Oberlin, Antioch was co-educational. But it was
not the private elitist institutions that opened their
doors to women, rather it was the state colleges and
universities and the land grant institutions.
The eastern schools had no such concerns, there-
fore they made no concessions to women. Rather than
admit women into their male schools, they set up separate
colleges. Thus Mount Holyoke, Wesley, Vassar, Barnard,
Radcliff, Smith and Douglass Colleges came into exis-
tence as separate elitist institutions for White women.
(Elitist for women, but secondary to the male schools
which were elitist as compared to everyone, since they
stood at the top of the status hierarchy.)
Affiliated and separate colleges for women, north
and south were established between 1833 and 1915. The
new women's colleges were as racially segregated as were
their male counterparts. (Good and Teller, 1973)
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In most instances when the separate women's schools
were added a trusted member of the senior (male)
faculty of the college or university was assigned as
business manager to run the financial affairs of the
women's college. Often too, the boards of trustees for
the women's college were separate, with some female
representation, but dominated by male members from the
older college's board. (McCormack, 1966)
No matter what the preparation, woman's destiny,
educationally, was usually teaching or the "junior
league" type of social work for which one volunteered
service to the less fortunate poor. Properly oriented
upper class and upper middle class women were to be most
useful to the capitalist economy. They kept alive the
necessary for the inculcation of their husbands
and sons with the virtues of the capitalist economy.
Many of the old men's colleges and some of the state
colleges for women have since become co-educational
.
But, even with the new social legislation of the 1960 's
there is the thought among many eminent college leaders
as to just what is the "best education for women.
"
(Good and Teller, 1973) It is the opinion of the writer
that there is no "best" education for women, just as
there is no "best" education for Blacks. Thoughts and
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plans for a "best education" for some, is simply an-
other means of stratification, which allows for the
continued dominance of the university and the market-
place by White males.
Year after year, as recruitment efforts fell short
and as the industrial towns grew into cities, bigger and
more independent, first to fill the needs of the Civil
War effort and then to sustain growing industry, Morrill
amended his second bill and attempted to get it through
the Congress. (Good and Teller, 1973)
In 1890, after consistently attempting to get a
Morrill Act II passed, Morrill succeeded in his cam-
paign to "permanently endow" the land grant colleges.
With the addition of a provision to withhold the annual
appropriation to the states that required segregation
of the races unless agriculture and mechanical colleges
for Blacks were established in them, Morrill Act II was
passed by a Congress which still had among its members
the abolitionist and some Blacks. Their influence on
the second Morrill Act effectively required that the
seventeen southern and border states establish Black
colleges. The discussion concerning them, appears in
another part of this paper.
During the floor debates, before the passage of the
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bill, earlier experiences with Morrill Act I monies
were related. Good and Teller (1973) recorded, "it
was reported that speculators had resold college lands
purchased at a fraction of the government price for
hundreds of times the amount paid for them."
The passage of Morrill I and li stimulated many
significant changes in the development of an American
educational bureaucracy. The expansion of research and
advanced study resulted in the establishment of graduate
schools with their own deans, secretaries, and com-
mittees — a college within a college. The graduate
school became a professional school, preparing univer-
sity teachers and research workers. The other profes-
sional schools were gradually brought under university
control; students came to the university undergraduate
schools in increasing numbers from the private and pub-
lic high schools. Money, both philanthropic and public,
was provided in increasing amounts.
When ambitious colleges with neither libraries nor
laboratories, nor trained staff began to confer masters
and doctoral degrees, the Association of American Uni-
versities was established to standardize and to "recognize
and maintain the quality of graduate work." Fourteen
universities, led by John Hopkins University Graduate
School, became the professional training schools for the
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preparation of teachers for the lower schools.
Schools of business did not rise out of the state
universities or the land grant colleges, for business had
become the status model for the society, therefore its
leaders, of necessity, were to be educated by elitist
for elitist purposes. The Wharton School, of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, was the first university school
of business. Engineering education was developed at
Renseleer, Yale and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology — all private institutions, before public
institutions became active in the field.
Uritil World War II, Max Weber's view of education
as a differentiating agent for the socializing of
^Individuals into a total life style had been used as if
in application to an aristocratic "structure of dominance."
In that sense the university was a phenomenon of status.
It was in command of the non-specialized shell, appro-
pn^i^te to the White ruling class in a world system of
"steam navigation, gun powder and manuscript." For the
lower classes, the educational equivalent has been a
simplier literacy "heavily imbued with ideas of docility,
piety and nationalism." (Halsey, 1958) For Black
Americans, the acquisition of an education, elitist or
plebian, or not at all, made little difference regarding
expectations of docility, piety and nationalism. W.E.B.
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DuBois, an elitist by training, having graduated from
Harvard and the University of Berlin, speaks pointedly
in Souls of Black Folks
,
of having to travel out of
Tennessee in a Jim Crow car, education not withstanding.
Thus, the social patterns of the country encouraged a
treatment of the elitist, assimulated Black man that was
more denigrating than that accorded the most illiterate
White man. DuBois wrote in 1933:
"We suffer a social ostracism which is
so deadening and discouraging that we
are compelled either to lie about it or
turn our faces toward the red flag of
rebellion. It consists of the kind of
studies and repeated emphasized public
insult which during all the long history
of the world has led men to kill or be
killed. And in the full face of any
effort which any Black man may make to
escape this ostricism for himself stands
this flaming sword of racial doctrine
which will distract his efforts and
energy if it does not lead him to spiri-
tual suicide."
As the hierarchy of colleges expanded after World
War II, the functions of the colleges and universities
as the nurseries for the elite groups was overlaid by
their new function of mass higher educational service
for the emergent technological society. (Caplow and
Magee, 1958) It should be noted that the structure of
higher education adapted itself to the new conditions by
forming itself "into status hierarchy" or "academic
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processions." (r. d. Reisman, 1958) with graded access
to achievement and power in the stratified system.
(Havermyer and West, 1952)
Nonetheless, throughout the period of emerging
industrialization and the development of a technological
society, the social function of the educational system
and the university has been status differentiation of
elites with some assimulation of lower class students
and an almost total exclusion of Blacks. The progres-
sive secularism of higher learning, since medieval
times has increased the potential of the university as
a source of technological and social change until they
began to occupy a position of the economic foundation
of a new kind of society.
One could easily come to believe from the proceed-
ing pages that no Black youngster ever got to college.
That is not the case. Despite the dismal picture of
education in America, thousands of Black profes-
sionals were practicing their professions, before the
Civil Rights laws were passed in the mid-sixties. Those
laws will be discussed later in this paper.
It is important to this study that a brief histori-
cal accounting be made of the history of separate Black
higher education in this Nation, and to the extreme
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limits placed on the acceptance of Black students at
White institutions of higher education. Such an
accounting has a direct correlation to the absence of
Black administrators in those colleges and universities.
This section will focus on the literature that speaks to
the philosophy of education for Blacks, beyond the grade
school and the establishment and existence of the Black
colleges and universities, to whom it fell to educate
®i^ck Americans and darker—skinned foreigh youth who
came to this country seeking advanced education. It
identifies the political and social reasoning that
excluded Black professional administrators from the use
their skills, talents, and training in White colleges
and universities. Just as the emergence of colleges
and universities in America grew out of the colonial
academies, so the origins of Black colleges and univer-
sities in Pennsylvania had their beginnings before the
Reconstruction. Two major groups that existed before
the Civil War, had a deep concern for the higher educa-
tion of Black youth, as a class. They were the Ameri-
can Colonization Society and the Convention of Free Men
of Color. (Blackson, 1975)
Blackson (1975:138) recounts the history of the
American Colonization Society in Pennsylvania's Black
History. According to him, the society was organized in
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1816 in Washington, D. c. to find a solution to the Black
problem by enforced immigration to Africa. One of its
founders, Francis Scott Key, had been considered a
friend by Black people, having given legal services to
a (emphasis added) Philadelphian who attempted to
help a group of Blacks who had been kidnapped and placed
into slavery. The Society's solution to the Black
problem was to transport Blacks to Sherbo Island in the
Carribean, and Liberia, in West Africa. The Sherbo
Island project failed when many American Blacks trans-
ported there became ill and died. Liberia, however,
survived. The American Colonization Society regarded
education of Blacks as a useful means for preparing them
to play a critical role in the colonization of Africa
for American use. (Bowles and DeCosta, 1971) This was
not to be, it was the only attempt to use Blacks to
colonize Africa for America.
One of the products of the American Colonization
Society's influence was the ultimate establishment of
Lincoln University in Oxford, Pennsylvania. Lincoln
University was the first institution formally dedicated
to the higher education of Afro-Americans in the United
States from its beginning.
Lincoln began as the Ashmun Institute in 1854;
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actually starting its work of preparing Black Presby-
tarian clery for missionary work in Africa in 1857.
The impulse for its founding was directly related to
the ordination of James L. Markey, a White minister by
Rev. John Miller Dickey of the Presbytery of New Castel,
Pennsylvania in 1849. Reverend Dickey, the son of
slaveholders was "so affected by the experience of
ordaining a White man to lead this most dangerous field"
(missionary work in Africa )
,
that he began to give
serious consideration to the training of American Negroes
for the task.
Dickey then attempted to get John Amos, a Black
Methodist Episcopal preacher from Chester County accepted
by Princeton Seminary. Charles Hodges, Dickey's friend
and former teacher received an appeal from Dickey to
admit Amos to study at Princeton Seminary. Hodges felt
that Amos was not qualified. He pointed out the diffi-
culties he perceived:
"Mr. Armstrong of the Seminary brought
James Amos a colourd young man, yester-
day to my study, to consult about his
plans of preparation for the ministry.
It strikes me that he falls under the
provision for 'extra-ordinary cases'
provided for in our Book, I think it
would be a waste of time to set him to
study Latin and Greek. It would, as it
seems to me be far better to give him a
good English education and to let him
study theology. His theological course
k.
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might be under your direction or if
Seminary it should bender advice and responsibilifv of
"'ll
courses of studies usually pursued inour colleges." ^
Dickey did not follow Hodges' advice. However, the
frustrations which Dickey encountered in trying to enroll
Amos reinforced his determination to develop a school
for Blacks.
Dickey's view of the necessity for a school for
Blacks was outlined in a sermon preached in the Oxford
Presbyterian Church in 1853. The title of his text was
"Ethopia Shall Soon Stretch Out Her Hands." Its basic
thesis was:
The Black man in Africa or the UnitedStates, is to receive the gospel, forthe most part, at the hands of Black
men. And it is the duty of Christians
of the White race to prepare (under God)in this country, these missionaries and
teachers for their work."
He gave as his reasons for his proposal:
1. The supply of White missionaries
for Africa was inadequate.
2. The climate of Africa proved to be
unsuitable for White men.
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3. The colored people of the United
States had been sent by Providence
to be missionaries to Africa.
4. It was the duty of Christians to
prepare men for this work.
He emphasized the fact that a school for Blacks was no
danger but was, in fact, the only practical solution,
since it proved impractical to train Blacks in White
institutions.
In 1853, Dickey purchased the property on which the
school would be built and a temporary committee met for
the first time. In 1854, the charter was secured. By
1856, the first faculty member, the Rev. John P. Carter,
was named principal of the Institute. Carter outlined
his views on the policies of the new institution thereby
affirming that "the chief influence on the institition
will be to cooperate in the noble cause of African edu-
cation, missions and colonization. The institute was
motivated, he said, "by the capability of the colored
man to receive and be benefitted by the instruction we
propose to give him and in obedience to the Divine
command to preach the Gospel to every Nation involving
the preparing of colored men to fulfill their destiny
in Africa." Ashmun Institute would reflect the conserve-
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tive policy; it would avoid taking sides in the contro-
versy over slavery. Carter reassured those who feared
that the Institute might become a center of anti-slavery
agitation:
"V'Jith respect to the principles which
guide us in the conduct of the Insti-
tution, we wish it distinctly under-
stood, that we shall recognize and
respect the legalized institutions of
our united country, it is not there-
fore, our purpose to interfere in any-
way with the claims of masters to their
servants; nor to preach a crusade
against the institution of domestic
slavery, as it exists in the South; nor
to render this establishment."
The principal address of the opening of Ashmun
Institute was given by the Rev. Van Rensselaer, Secre-
tary of the Board of Education for the Presbytar ian
.
He was in basic agreement with Dickey's earlier remarks.
Van Rensselaer put American slavery in the context
. .a divine providential scheme
which would overrule the brutalities
of the slave system to further God's
kingdom in Africa."
Van Rensselaer believed:
"The White and Black races could not
live together in America - the separa-
tion of the races was due to color.
The African race is docile, of quiet
disposition and obedient to genial and
social influences. Providence is not
chance. Color indicates providence.
God has a design in making African
complexion survive the bondage in
America.
"
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The Institute began with four students, two in the
preparatory department and two in the theological de-
partment. John Carter was in charge of all instruction.
By 1860, the Institute had grown to a student body
of eighteen, and a second minister was engaged to teach.
The curriculum included spelling, reading, penmanship,
geography, general history, English, grammar, composi-
tion, elocution, the Hebrew, Greek and Latin languages,
church history and theology.
The outbreak of the Civil War brought hardship to
the school and the enrollment declined. But by 1865,
it was apparent that the war was producing a radical
change in the status of Black Americans. The Emancipa-
tion Proclamation made the colonization scheme of the
Institute obsolete, therefore the whole direction of the
Institute had to change. The change involved a shift
in emphasis from training Blacks to service in Africa
to training them for life in America. As professions
other than the ministry became open to freed men,
Ashmun Institute broadened its curriculum to prepare
Black men for new vocations. Ashmun Institute emerged
from the Civil War as a radically different Institution.
It was renamed Lincoln University. The Institution re-
mained privately funded by the Presbytarian Church until
i960, when it was made public and began to receive
state funds. (Murray, 1973)
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Other groups clearly represented Black free men's
movements such as the Convention of Free People of
Color, and the Anti-Colonization Society of Philadelphia.
This coalition advocated abolition for Black persons and
education of Black ministers and teachers for the
greater service to their people and to the American
society as a whole. While this group met with heart-
break and failure in many northern cities, it is to them
that the credit belongs, for having founded the first
Institute for Colored Youth in 1837, which was ultimately
to become Cheney State Teachers College (a state owned
Black public college) located in the southeastern part
of Pennsylvania. Cheney is therefore the oldest Black
higher education institution in the United States.
In 1862, the Federal Government provided the first
direct monies for support of public education, through
the passage of the Morrill Act I. But it was not until
Morrill Act II was passed in 1890, with the provision
that the annual appropriation be withheld from states
that required segregation of the races unless they pro-
vided agricultural and mechanical colleges for Blacks.
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That the law in effect required the establishment of
seventeen Black land grant public colleges in the
southern and border states.
A majority were founded as state colleges with
significant Black leadership. Elizabeth City State
University, for example, was created in 1891 by a bill
introduced into the North Carolina legislature by Hugh
Cale, a Black legislator. In 1891, when Alcorn A & M
College specifically opened for Mississippi Blacks,
Herman R. Reeves, the first Black United States Senator,
resigned his senate seat to become its first President.
of the colleges were ultimately organized
under private auspices, generally with gifts from Black
and White individuals and groups. Soldiers and officers
of the 62nd United States Colored Infantry gave $5,000
to provide funds for Lincoln University's incorporation
in Missouri. They are credited with the college's
founding and its financial beginning. These private
institutions were largely supported by private donations
of northern churches and philanthropies.
As we have seen in earlier parts of this paper, it
was the general consensus of White Americans that Blacks
should be educated to be useful. But there were others
who believed that Blacks should be broadly educated so
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that those of them possessing of talent for other en-
deavors, particularly the professions, would have the
opportunity to acquire the skills needed, to contribute
to the leadership of the country. There emerged two
opposing philosophies within the Black community itself.
The utilitarian, subserviant separatist philosophy was
espoused by Booker T. Washington; the egalitarian elitist
integration philosophy had as its prime spokesperson,
Dr. William E. B. DuBois.
Booker T. Washington's name became almost a house-
hold word by the early twentieth century. Washington's
agricultural and industrial projects, his part in the
establishment of smiall Black businesses by Blacks, and
his practical application to the rehabilitation of the
rural south, were partly responsible for his fame. But
it was his speech delivered at the Cotton State's Expo-
sition in Atlanta, Ga., in 1895, which caused the most
consternation among intellectual Blacks and the most
acceptance of him among racist Whites. Washington's
compromise was this concept:
"When we put your heads in the lion's
mouth, use your hand to pet him. . . .
In all things that are purely social,
. . . we can be as separate as the
fingers, yet one as the hand in all
things essential understand that
the agitation of questions social equa-
lity is in the extremist folly
. . . The opportunity to earn a dollar
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the factory just now is worth in-
tiriitely more than the opportunity
to spend a dollar in an opera house."
While the controversy raged among Blacks, Washington
dined at the White House with President Theodore Roose-
velt, received degrees from Harvard, money from the
Foundation and was the guest of Queen Victoria
at Windsor Castle. He, better than any other Black
"leader" in the history of this country, "walked the
razor's edge between Negro pride" and dignity and "White
prejudice." Washington had said at Tuskeegee:
"Education is meant to make us give
satisfaction out of giving it. It
is meant to make us get happiness out
of service for our fellows ... No
man has the privilege of rendering ser-
vice to his fellows ever makes a sacri-
fice . . . There is as much dignity
in tilling a field as in writing a poem."
Washington's philosophy, his concept of what was needed for
Black people, cause a roaring controversy among Blacks.
It was a philosophical breech that was to widen through
the years. Washington's supporters argued that the
Negro had to learn to crawl before he could walk; indus-
trial education was more necessary to Black survival than
academic learning and compromise on sufferage and equal
rights might preserve something. His opponents, among
them William Moore Trotter, editor of the Boston Guardian,
who went to jail in protest against Washington's appear-
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ance in Boston and Willian. E. B. DuBois, claimed that
such a sacrifice of democratic rights and loss of pride
was useless when men like Governor Vardeman of
Mississippi had said, “God created the Negro to be
menial.
"
The most illustrious of Washington's adversaries
was Dr. William E. B. DuBois, Harvard and University
of Berlin educated; graduate of Fisk. DuBois' vehement
argument that Blacks would grow in the "stature of
freedom" through the education of the talented, through
leadership, was akin to Thomas Jefferson's philosophy
that even the children of the laboring class would have
a chance to enter the learned classes and to qualify for
^®^*^orship. Scholarship would follow ... those per-
sons whom God hath endowed with genius and virtue, to
by liberal education worthy to receive and
able to guard the sacred deposits of the rights of their
fellow citizens." There is no doubt that DuBois was as
much an elitist as Thomas Jefferson. The difference is
that his concern was for all men, while Jefferson limited
his concerns to White male Americans.
DuBois felt deeply, "We shall hardly induce Black
men to believe that if their stomachs be full it matters
little about their brains." DuBois did not dispute the
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value of an industrial education, he continued,
"So far, Mr. Washington preaches thrift, patience
and industrial training for the masses, we must hold
up his hands and strive with him." "But so far as
Mr. Washington apologizes for injustice, north and
south, does not rightly value the privilege and duty
of voting, belittles the emasculating effects of caste
distinctions and opposes the higher training and ambi-
tions of brighter minds — so far as he, the south or
the nation does this — we are unceasingly and firmly
opposed to them. By every civilized and peaceful
method we must strive for the rights which the world
accords him. " Thus he threw the torch of freedom to
Blacks abroad and in the United States across five
decades
.
DuBois pays Washington a compliment of sorts when
he said "Surely Mr. Washington is the most skilled of
men to be able to meet the political needs necessary to
the survival of his school." Black education was con-
sidered a menance to the economic lives of black
people. Nonetheless, the Black colleges of the south and
border states, ever underfunded, poorly staffed, and
poorly housed, maintained their education commitment, as
they rose from the state of secondary schools, between the
1860's and 1970's.
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Lincoln, Cheney, Howard, Meharry, Moorehouse, and
Morgan, all of the Black colleges of the south, public
or private, without exception, suffered from the eco-
nomic deprivation of Blacks, which obliterated any possi-
bility of large endowments of independent alumni funds
to support chairs and other needed activites. These
colleges were totally dependent upon the good offices
and generosity of foundations, state funds, and limited
help from the Federal Government. All of which was
under the carefully monitored control of local Whites.
(Katz, 1971)
Black colleges paid less to their faculties, existed
in poorer, often debilitated facilities, and were
generally seen by their peers in the separate White
world as being second-rate. It was never intended that
Black colleges would enter into the main stream of
American life. These colleges educated the great
majority of Black professionals in the United States and
many of the world leaders from the darker nations of
the world. Asewki, past President of Nigeria and cur-
rently the Nigerian Ambassador to England was graduated
from Howard. Kwame Nkruma, first President of present
day Ghana was graduated from Lincoln University in
Oxford, Pennsylvania. Prior to the passage of the
Higher Education Act of 1965, Black colleges enrolled
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approximately 2.4% of the Nation's college population,
but received 1% of the federal funds available for
assistance with college education. Eighty percent of
all Black college students attended Black colleges at
that time. (Ballard, 1971)
Unable to compete economically with their White
counterparts. Black colleges entered the era of deseg-
regation at an incredible disadvantage. What they had
in their favor was that they had been able to accept
students who were undereducated and by force of will
and virtue of instruction, with respect for intellect,
to bring them to professional status. They have in
their favor an accute understanding of meritocracy, a
will to succeed and an absence of the denigrating
rhetoric which was useful as an excuse for failure.
We find in 1979, that there are 120 Black higher
educational institutions. All but Cheney and Lincoln
in Pennsylvania, are located in the southern United
States. Eighty-four of them are private institutions;
thirty-six are public institutions. They continue to
educate more than one-third of all Black students.
(Billingsley, 1965) Yet today they continue to receive
meager support from the Federal Government; limited
foundation money and state monies. The struggle for
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excellence and survival continues against the hazards
of disproportionate funding and a depressed Black
economy
.
During the first two decades of American higher
education, most particularly in the private sector,
foundations played a dominant part in structuring the
educational system; a part akin to that played by
ministries of educations in other countries. (Horowitz,
1969) Private colleges and universities have emerged
as racist elitist institutions, preserving, enlarging
and safeguarding elite values and interpretations of
the world. (Ballard, 1971)
For more than two hundred years, admittance into
these institutions has been virtually impossible for
Blacks, whether American or foreign born. While
actively fostering racist doctrines. Harvard, Yale and
the other Ivy League institutions denied admittance or
research facilities to eminent Black scholars. Not only
are the early origins of American higher education
elitist in nature, but they were and are implicitedly
involved in defining Black Americans as beast of burden
without intellect, without feelings, and without the
capability to learn. (Ballard, 1973)
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At the beginning of the American university era,
foundations captured easy dominance over avenues of
prestige. As late as 1915, the total foundation expendi-
ture towards higher education and research was at least
twice that of the Federal Government; these funds were
concentrated in twenty institutions. (Horowitz, 1969)
From the onset, the early foundation movement made
the calculated decision to create a lead system of
colleges, primarily for the education of their young.
By virtue of their overwhelming prestige, these insti-
tions set and continued to set the standards for
American education. By the time of the industrial revo-
lution, foundations controlled as much as two-thirds of
the American endowment and funding of higher education.
When increasing demands for admission, as a result of
increased economic and new technological growth, Ameri-
can foundations controlled the avenues of new research
and supported only those innovations which are both
ideologically and practically useful to the perpetuation
of capitalist industry which it dominated. As the
second generation of middle class European immigrants
expanded with the passage of Morrill Act II, the new land
grant colleges found themselves subservient to the
academic elite educational structure. Horowitz put it
clearly:
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The foundations providing principal
access to influence in the outside
world; wealth has inevitably exertedthe most profound, pervasive and dis-torting effects in the structure ofknowledge and education in the United
P^per
, the contemporary
American system of higher education
looks wonderfully diverse, a vast sea
of independent academic communities.
The fact is, however, that the Ameri-
can system of higher education is a
highly centralized pyramidal structurein which clearly defined escalating
height intellectually dominates the
level below."
In the 1970 s foundations have developed a virtual
monoply of influence in the academic structure. Recent
reports from the Education Testing Service at Princeton
asserts that industrial and corporate banking executives
over fifty-five years of age, make up the boards of
trustees of most colleges and universities. (Wallerstein,
1971)
The absolutely dominant elitist values, traditions
and history of the American White supremists has been
inculcated into the emerging American middle class. As
Black Americans gained entrance, they discovered that
the university considered itself superior; had an un-
believable investment both financially and psychologically
in the fiction of their superiority and would not coun-
tenance either its abandonment nor its dilution.
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Spring's (1971) Education and the Corporate State
,
description of the bureaucratic hierarchy of higher
education as operating from the top down, asserts that
policy flows, innovation and programs rarely emerge from
the target population, rather they originate from the
foundation and the American corporate structure, which
is furtherest removed.
In this new technological society, educational
institutions not only exercise research functions, they
play a central part in the economy and the stratifi-
cation systems as agencies for selection, training and
occupational placement of individuals. The present
linkage of the economy to the university in the indus-
trial society is direct through the market of profes-
sional manpower and through research activities. The
influence of schooling upon upward mobility "depends
upon the availability at the top." ". . . if children
born to the upper strata are perceived as distinctively
capable and receive superior training there are fewer
vacancies into which children from lower class origins
can penetrate." When the dimension of race is added,
the probability for the recognition of Black talent
and the upward mobility for that talent is considerably
diminished. (Halsey, 1965)
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National and International Events
Leading to the Admittance of Black Administrators
Into White Colleges and Universities
Horowitz (1970) and others have limited the causal
fs-Ctors for the admission of Blacks into Americans pre-
dominantly White institutions to the Civil Rights Re-
volution of the 1960 's alone. The profound contribution
of the Civil Rights struggle cannot be gainsaid, nor
should it be. But it did not stand alone as the single
catalyst to Black inclusion into White America's insti-
tions. Had the civil rights struggle been an isolated
phenomenon, would there have been need for the applica-
tion of the first phase of Le Chatelier's Principle
Maintenance Theory that: "Any internal or external
factor making for disruption of the system is countered
by forces which restore the system to its previous
state."? Blacks had revolted before. The system's
response to Black revolution was always one of repres-
sive retaliation and increased severe separation. This
time the system appeared to yield.
The truth of the matter is that in 1963 the United
States had sufficient legislation on its books in the
form of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amend-
ments to the Constitution, the Civil Rights Act of 1863,
and the Brown vs. Topeka Kansas decision of 1954, to
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safeguard the rights and privileges of citizenship of
Black Americans had they been implemented speedily
and without compromise. (Malcolm X) It therefore be-
comes necessary to place the Civil Rights Revolt of
1963 within the proper context of world and national
events so as to make some realistic assessment of the
conjoint phenomena which forced the rulers of America
to appear to yield to Black demands made in the streets
and by ways of the nation. That apparent yielding was
the first phase attempt to return the system to a re-
lative state of homeostasis. At home it took the form
of the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, alloca-
tions of subsidies and the establishment of law enforce-
ment agencies, such as the Equal Opportunity Commission
at the federal level and the Pennsylvania Human Relations
Commission at the level of the states.
By 1963 capitalist-industrial-military leadership
had become seriously beleaguered by the "underdeveloped,"
"have-nots" at home and abroad. The United States had
lost its race for technological supremacy in space to
Russia (McCormack, 1966) - a nation which less than half
a century before was almost wholly illiterate; a nation
which espoused a political and economic ideology alien
to the capitalist concepts by which capitalist America
thrived and grew to a first-rate world power. (Cleveland,
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Mangeone and Adams, I960) Third World nations -
Africa, Asians, Arabs — darker-skinned people, under-
developed by capitalist standards, were actively and
aggressively sueing for self-determination and indepen-
dence from colonial domination by the capitalist na-
tions of the western world. (Nkruma, 1961) The Soviets
and America were vying for Third World markets and re-
sources (Cleveland, Mangeone, Adams, 1960) How could
the darker—skinned people of the world's underdeveloped
nations trust the United States or its industrial
leaders when at home Black Americans rioted and marched
in the streets with the same cry as Africans, Asians,
and Arabs for self-determination independence and relief
from colonialist oppression? It is within this context,
this cacaphony of confusion and distrust for capitalis-
tic American behavior which threatened the bulwark of
American capitalistic domination of the world, that
White America set forth to the appearance of yielding
to the demands that arose from the Black streets of
Watts, Birmingham and Harlem. The results were a
string of legislation at the federal and state levels,
and the opening of the gates to White institutions. It
is and was an uneasy peace.
In his article "A Sprinkle of Pepper," Frank Hale,
Jr.
,
asserts:
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"In the meanwhile, Whites responded in
predictable and traditional manners.
Frightened by nationwide rioting, burn-
ing and looting by Blacks, Whites began
to cower under this assault and register
some mometary concern, if not out of a
sense of humanity, certainly out of the
need to quell the violence and destruc-
tion. Thus, the educational front as in
other areas, changes began to occur as
White institutions made an uneasy peace
with Blacks."
Between 1964 and 1972, the Congress of the United
States passed into federal law a string of legislation
that gave federal protection to minorities and women,
among whom were Black Americans. (Appendices B3, B4)
It legislated into being Commissions and other adminis-
trative law enforcement agencies to implement the laws
and/or administer federal subsidies to White institu-
tions as a palliative for having to include Blacks.
The states followed suit.
In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, human rights
protection for its citizens in the employment market-
place began with the passage of the Fair Employment
Practices Act of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in
1955. But with the issuance of President Johnson's
executive orders 11246 and 11375, and the passage of
the U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pennsylvania quickly
passed the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act, and esta-
blished the Commission which is responsible to the
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Governor for its implementation, in much the same
manner as the Equal Opportunities Commission and the
Office of Civil Rights are responsible for the imple-
mentation Of Title VIII. (Pennsylvania Human Relations
Commission Twentieth Anniversary Report, 1976)
The Pennsylvania Human Relations Act of 1955
, en-
compasses all of the items in Titles VI and VII of the
U. S. Civil Rights Act. However, its enforcement powers
are limited to Pennsylvania. Thus, with the passage of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, did America come full
circle, back to the post Civil War days in its public
posture concerning the rights of Black citizens. It
remains to be seen whether the American dream will come
to fruition for Black Americans. (Appendices Bl, B2)
Of the 267,000 Black students enrolled in institu-
tions of higher education in the United States in 1968,
134,000 were being educated in predominantly Black
colleges and universities. (Bowles and DeCosta, 1971)
The immediate and most traumatic stimulus to the admission
of Blacks to White colleges and universities, was the
murder of Dr. Martin Luther King. That year, peaceful
protest turned instantly into rioting, looting, and burn-
ing. Blacks across the Nation and across the world were
enraged. White America saw violent rebellion on a massive
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scale by Black people, whom they had perceived as
docile and inured to ill treatment. Business and pro-
perties owned by White America were threatened inside
and outside of the ghettoes. Black college students
were in the forefront of this rebellion on and off the
college campuses. (Horowitz, 1970) America faced
international disgrace among the nations of the world.
She could no longer hide behind platitudes and myths.
What was the nature of that uneasy peace? For
generations, college campuses were seen by the American
public as incorruptible; absent of racial bigotry and
above petty conniving and in-fighting. There were the
stalwart bastions of meritocracy. The admission of
Blacks to White colleges uncovered the deep-seated preju
dices rampant in institutions of higher education. Ad-
mission of Blacks to White campuses uncovered the ridig-
ity of the prejudices of the tneritocracy"
.
Andrew Billingsley's study (1971), Minority Access
to College, tells us that "none were denied admission
because of race." Admission was no longer a problem;
retention and graduation were, because of the serious
problems of desegregation. According to Eagerton (1968)
"one of the most serious (deficits) had been the unpre-
paredness of colleges and universities. These institu-
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tutions, by their very nature, tend to be slow to
change." Eagerton concluded that few of the institu-
tions he studied had demonstrated either the skill or
determination to educate students who differ markedly
from the middle-class White student they were accustomed
to having."
August Eberle's survey (1972), done for the Depart-
ment of Higher Education, Indiana Unversity, found that
higher education has not responded to the needs of Black
students. "Much has been said about helping Black stu-
dents, but little has been done. Only one-fourth of the
institutions, for example reported that they had special
financial aid for Black students; only one-half reported
that they offered academic help." Jennsen (1971) and
Newman (1971)
,
found that one of the best special pro-
grams designed to help Black students, Cuny's SEEK pro-
grams had a fifty percent dropout rate during its first
year. Many of the Black students in White colleges were
the first members in their families to attend college.
(Billingsley, 1972) Therefore, "Black students often
entered colleges with nebulous goals and little more' than
a notion of how to plan a program of study , leading to
a degree." Having uncertain goals at enrollment, compli-
cated by a lack of emphatic direction from counselors,
served to compound the plight of Black students in pre-
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dominantly White colleges. Black students were not
allowed proper institutional guidance nor did they have
knowledgeable concern of family and friends who had gone
through the campus experience to offer them counsel and
guidance. Without the determination on the part of the
faculty, such as allowed the successful education of
Blacks in the Nation's Black colleges, Black students
were devoid of the benefit of guidance.
What was needed were people who understood Black
students needs for relevance. Therefore, Black students
insisted that Black studies become a part of the curricu-
lum - Black studies for identification as persons and to
provide a new prospective for Whites on what Black
people were all about. Black studies offered another
opportunity. It offered the chance to admit Black scho-
lars. Any chance, even one so limited, was sought. Be-
lieving, as do most people that administrators were those
who had the power and decision-making capacility that
could make the change. Black students also insisted that
Black administrators be hired.
What minorities were to discover is that affirma-
tive action as a strategy is a grave disappointment.
They found that it is the Federal Government and not
higher education's voluntary wish, that has become the
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major enforcer for broader anti-discri™ination. George
La None makes the point that the effect of affirmative
action ought to be questioned.
"The academic employ-
ment process is so decentralized that it is quite pos-
sible to have some discriminatory and some non-discrimina-
tory departments within the same institution."
What is even more clear, is that the alliance be-
tween industry and education has resulted in a racist,
sexist society with darker-skinned Americans retained
and maintained at the base of the economic and social
ladders such that men of color no matter their intellect
talent, and attainment, are not perceived as competent
and remain excluded from the educational and industrial
leadership of the Nation. Women as a class also remain
excluded from this White male-dominated society. Black
women, afflicted by both racial and social anethma of
the ruling classes, constituted the very bottom. To put
it in the imagery of one college student, "They
pits .
"
are the
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Black Administrators in White
Educational Institutions
This section of the literature review will focus
on the literature regarding Black administrators in
White educational institutions. Little is known of this
newest phenomenon in the educational world, therefore,
a broad area of ethnogenic study will be utilized in
order to formulate some understanding of how race imposes
on administration.
William Moore, Jr. and Lonnie Wagstaff (1974) have
done the most comprehensive study to date of Black adminis-
trators on White college campuses.
Daniel Socolow (1978)
,
a visiting research fellow
at the National Institute of Education found that White
colleges and universities, despite their avowal to seek
administrators from outside of academia persist in con-
fining their sources of candidates to the traditional
pool, the "old boy network." Socolow writes:
"All institutions, save one, hired
individuals within academia. The new
incumbents all met the necessary, tra-
ditional criteria of first serving in
lower status academic administrative
posts and, in most instances, also in
professional positions."
Socolow 's findings explain why only 5% of the collegiate
administrative workforce in Pennsylvania are Black.
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(Pennsylvania Department of Education) "To many
Blacks, higher education was perceived as the promised
land. In reality, they found it to be a fortress —
almost as impenetrable to all but Caucasian males."
Some do not attack it but indicate that they regard
its continued elitism and historical pretentions as
discriminatory and anachoristic
,
they talk about its
inevitable collapse with ironic detachment. (Moore
and Wagstaff, 1974)
Moore and Wagstaff (1974)
,
have identified root
causes of most of the difficulties that Blacks face
in White institutions are attributable to race. Fore-
most is the problem of racial discrimination in hiring
(affirmative action)
,
which results in the lack of a
critical mass of Black professionals and students who
would politically pursue equity for Blacks on White
campuses. (Johnson, 1972)
Enabling support systems which are coordinated and
which feed into an holistic support system are important
for all students; they are of prime importance to stu-
dents who have been so long denied. The policies that
create an holistic support system for denied students
is significant to systemic change that could be benefi-
cial to Black Americans. A critical mass of faculty and
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administrators who have the knowledge, empathy, under-
standing and courage to influence the goal setting and
support policies of higher education institutions is
of vital necessity to the retention and increase of
Black students in White higher education institutions.
(Johnson, 1972) For it is the coalition of faculty
and administrators that make policy for day-to-day
operations, short and long-range planning and short
and long-range programs that core issues are addressed.
(Blackwell, 1960) Questions such as. What new courses
shall be allowed and financed in what departments? What
new departments can we afford to create? Even, what
type of entertainment shall be provided for students?
are answered through a faculty-administrators coalition.
Faculty is dependent upon administrators for space allo-
cation, money, supplies and all of the mechanical tools
necessary to the performance of scholarly academic
pursuits. (Blackwell, 1960)
Black educators and administrators entered White
campuses with the specific mandate to look to the needs
of Black students, it matters little whether that man-
date is explicit, implicit or self-imposed. The fact
of the matter is that Black scholars and Black managers
are on White campuses in direct response to the demands
of Black students that their needs in their academic
lives
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be met. Nonetheless, when one examines the ratio of
Black scholars in the classroom and Black administra-
tors in the offices to Black students, one can only
conclude that such disparity is designed with the seeds
of failure built in. Neither Black students, faculty
or administrators can succeed in the face of such un-
equal dilution.
The college system of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania is comprised of 189 public and private colleges
and five universities. Of them two, Cheney College and
Lincoln University, are predominantly Black. Black
administrators constitute less than five percent of the
administrative hierarchy of the Commonwealth's colle-
giate system. Twenty-four of the four year colleges
have not a single Black man in their administrative
ranks; thirty public colleges do not have single Black
woman administrator. Private colleges are in a worse
state, thirty of them have no Black male present in
their administrations and forty-six have not a single
Black woman as an administrator.
Ten percent of the undergraduate student body of
Pennsylvania's colleges and universities are Black; an
added 931 are graduate students. Black faculty number
647, in total. Black administrators number 220, of whom
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103 are women and 90 are men. The Black full-time
faculty to full-time Black student ratio is 1.58.9
or more than two and one-half times the ratio of
faculty to students, overall. Black full-time adminis-
trators to Black full-time student ratio is 1.173.4 or
greater by 52.1 students per each administrator than the
ratio of administrator to students overall. (Pennsyl-
vania Department of Education)
Is it plausible to assume that 847 Black faculty
and administrators in a sea of 25,497 — outnumbered
96.6 to one (Pennsylvania Department of Education) will
be able to exert the power and influence which consti-
tutes a critical mass? It can be assumed that there are
exceptional Black men and women among the 847 in the
faculty and administrative ranks. It can be assumed
also that there are extraordinary White colleagues in
both faculty and administrative ranks. However, history
tells us as a practical reality, without the prestige
accrued from social status, absent continuous substantive
political power, the probability that change will take
place quickly enough to begin to effect the lives of
the Black masses is remote indeed. Race does make a
difference. The residual effects of three hundred years
have inured the mass of the American people to concern for
those whom they see as different from themselves.
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Nexus is the problem of survival after hiring,
special assignments, limited involvement in decision-
making process, limited control over the programs to
which they are assigned. (Moore and Wagstaff, 1974)
Racial discrimination has many complex manifes-
tations in these neo-racist institutions of White higher
education. Affirmative action is but one good example
of how institutional racism creates organizational para-
dox, involving a complex interdependency of racial peda-
gogy. Despite its limited effectiveness, affirmative
action is the only vehicle which Blacks have that allows
for their admission into White colleges and universities.
Yet it is the very stigma of affirmative action that
"brands" Black administrators as "inferior." Moore and
Wagstaff (1974) describe affirmative action as "Used by
a few Blacks both as a thrust, and as a mechanism to
combat faculty and institutional resistance, but it has
little impact on hiring and selection."
Moore and Wagstaff (1974) and Thomas A. Johnson
(1979) assert that White women have been more successful
than Blacks of both sexes in using affirmative action to
secure equal employment opportunities and its accompany-
ing benefits. White female administrators employed in
Pennsylvania's colleges and universities constitute 22.3%,
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Black men are 3%, while Black women are 2%, of Penn-
sylvania's college administrators. (Chart 2
, Appendix)
Similar revelations from their data lead Moore
and Wagstaff (1971) to conclude that "perhaps no
single procedure to eliminate inequity in hiring in
higher education has surfaced the attitudes, fears,
anxieties and bigoted behavior of academicians as has
affirmative action."
Administrative assignments in higher educational
institutions, for the Black administrator, have speci-
fic dimensions and represent multi-dimensional racial
dependency. Not only does the Black administrator
find race a factor in getting hired, but the roles
and expectations demanded of them, are influenced by
race as well.
The imposition of race holds many implications for
the responses of this field study. As one respondent
put it, it amounts to a "cease fire in place." "You
always have the feeling that the whole thing is tem-
porary, and that you have been displaced in space and
time, until the man gets you." The Black administrators
never cease to ask himself "Why am I here in the first
place?" his extreme roles as diplomat or militant
often finds day to day managerial relationships, for
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instance, such that even secretarial personnel is an
added burden. Many secretaries come from a background
which shapes their behavior and attitudes so that they
are antithetical to Blacks. The moderate, submissive
Black administrator serves at the pleasure of these
persons. He can expect to receive "sloppy work, im-
pudence, insubordination, lack of confidentiality,
spying, hostility, and other contemptuous behavior."
The militant administrator does not encounter such ex-
periences
.
Added perspectives of the problems that face
Black administrators are conveyed by two dissertation
studies done at Harvard University. One is the re-
search done by Dr. Alvin Poussaint, the other by Dr.
John Young. Both of their studies examine the aspects
of behavior in the White environment, which discri-
minates in the treatment of Blacks as compared to
Whites. (Moore and Wagstaff, 1974)
Young's study compares Black-White leadership in
the administration and executive levels of academic
jobs. While he does not substantiate an hypothesis,
he does raise four questions which aid in the charac-
terization of the dilemma that many Blacks find in
their jobs on White campuses. Young describes these
four basic problems:
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1. The Black administrator will appear
to be or to have less credibility in
initial acceptance and respect for
his leadership.
2. The Black administrator will have to
constantly challenge and disapprove
the perception of less creditable
leadership ability in order to main-
tain role legitimacy and leadership.
3. Therefore, in terms of role function,
he will experience a greater amount
of deprivation of his space, time and
energy.
4. In fact, in order for him to succeed,
he must work harder and be more com-
mitted to his task, thereby he is re-
quired to make more uses of his energy
and time than his White counterparts.
Young suggests that Black administrators, because
of racism, have an unique and often different set of
problems than those encountered by his White counter-
parts. Young's study enforces the notion of a racial
dependency complex, racism through which Blacks must
negotiate in order to gain authority, credibility, and
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meet responsibilities.
Poussaint, another Harvard Scholar, examines "The
Black Administrator in the White University" in the
September, 1974 edition of the Black Scholar. Pous-
saint describes the harsh conditions of Black adminis-
trators in White campuses in psychoanalytical terms.
According to him the basic aspects of the problem are:
1. Affirmative Action, which he feels
carries "the innuendo of incompe-
tence:" is one of the more insidious
psychological pressures. Because
Black administrators are essentially
recruited for their positions, there
is an implication that they do not
merit their job.
2. Loneliness and isolation of Black
and other minority groups. College
administrators on a predominantly
White campus find it is too much to
bear to come together to discuss
mutual problems, give mutual support
and develop strategies for improv-
ing their status.
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3. Organizational positioning
- One
of Poussaint's respondents described
many of these new positions as neo-
segregation. Several minority affairs
^^ficers felt that many of their
duties were of separatist quality.
It seems almost impossible for any-
one to accept the fact that a Black
person might fill a position near the
top of a major institution, whether
or academic, without having
the label of minority attached as a
delineating factor to his influence,
or the reach of this authority and
responsibility.
4. Black college administrators are not
entirely satisfied with the new doors
opened to them: White boards of
trustees have been recently astonished
to discover that more than a few Black
professors are rejecting job offers
with prestigious and illustrious titles,
intended to seduce any reluctant
Black who has even a fleeting desire
to believe in the "American dream.
”
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The reasons Black professionals re-
treat from these positions may be
unspoken, but they are not mysterious,"
It is clear that Poussaint's brief
survey that the disenchantment and
complaints of many Black college
officials are profoundly revealing of
the unique complexities of American
race relations.
Several articles, which appear mostly in Black
professional journals, have discussed the experiences
of Black administrators in White educational institu-
tions. Among them are those written by Bennie Wiley,
(1971) . He describes what effect the imposition of
race carries for the Black administrator. He describes
what civil rights enforcement agencies profusely label
the "Jackie Robinson Syndrome." It equates the syn-
drome to "a conspiracy aimed particularly at the Black
administrators newly initiated into White educational-
ism." Wiley makes four points:
1. There is an obvious assumption that
the Black administrators are some-
thing different from their White
counterpart. Therefore they become
assistant to the president rather
L.
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than assistant president.
2. Black administrators are assigned
to positions "outside of the uni-
versity hierarchial structure,"
serving in titles such as director
of human relations or assistant to
the president in charge of human
relations. Despite the fact that
the Black administrator is a member
of the subordinant group perceived
as being the problem.
3. Black administrators and graduate
students are asked to head or com-
prise important committees for the
expressed purpose of helping the
university find and hire Black pro-
fessionals. Thus they become con-
venient pawns which the college's
real administration can point to
when something goes wrong.
4. Blacks are not hired into established
(traditional) positions.
Wiley concluded that the present premise upon which the
university operates in its hiring of Black administrators
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has to be an insult to the Nation's Black community.
To suggestively behave as if the country's educated
Black professionals cannot become a integral part
of the educational system also has implications for all
Blacks, educated or not.
Patricia Lutterbie (1974) , turned her attention
to the circumstances confronting Black elementary and
secondary school administrators in Florida, as the
south desegregated its schools. Lutterbies's study was
made to determine how the occupational patterns of
Black principals have been affected by integration.
Lutterbie 's findings are;
1. Black educators do suffer drastic
occupational changes during the
period of school desegregation.
2. A few of them were moved from super-
independencies in Black schools to
assistant superintendencies in White
schools. "But for the most part,
experienced Black educators remain
in positions in the public schools
that requires less experience, less
education and demand less responsibi”
lity than does a full principalship.
"
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3. Those few educators were transferred
from principalships and placed into
teaching positions and assistant
principalships, until federal monies
became abundant. Then they were
placed on "soft money" positions;
that is to say, they were placed in
positions which received temporary and
uncertain yearly allocations of
federal monies, instead of positions
which were a standard part of the
school budget, continuously funded
through local monies, such as the ones
from which they were removed. These
latter positions offer certain security
regarding the longevity of employment
which the other funding (soft monies)
does not.
4. Many of the Black administrators were
moved from one county level position to
another, because of actual job function.
She gives an an example, "an educator
who has been assigned the title of
'Middle School Coordinator,'" at a time
when there was no middle school in exis-
tence in the county and was moved to
the position of "Human Relations
Specialist" as soon as the planning
of the middle school was initiated
by the county.
Lutterbie concludes:
"The real losers in desegregation are
those Black men and women who were
principals of secondary schools in
Florida. By 1972, when the desegrega-
tion process was being completed, only
13 Black men were principals of secon-
dary schools. Three of these were 'new
hires' employed after 1960. Black edu-
cators have not been and apparently can-
not be winners while the public school
system approached desegregation. The
only possibility that they might be
winners is, if the school system will
move into a mode of integration where
there is positive social interaction,
mutual cultural respect, and an oppor-
tunity for job security and advancement
based upon a true equality of status
among the educators in the school system."
Thomas Johnson, reporter for the New York Times,
writes in his October 13, 1979 article "The Almost
Equal Black";
"The prospects of skilled and educated
Blacks finding the jobs they are trained
for have improved considerably in recent
generations. Federal figures show that
Blacks in professional and technical
areas increased from 4.1% of the work-
force in 1968, to 11.7% in 1978, and
Black managers went from 2.4% to 4.8%.
"
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However, Johnson quotes Weldon Rougeau, Director of
Federal Contracts Compliance Programs for the U. S.
Department of Labor as having said, "The statistics of
the Labor Department show that an aggregate number of
Blacks in the middle class is actually shrinking."
Johnson continued, A series of interviews reveals
that two major factors make Blacks uncertain of their
hold on middle class status, keeping them from feeling
that their struggles are over.
1. Blacks are getting their first
professional experiences later
than Whites.
2. Unfair and unexpected competition
has developed with the expansion
of the term 'minority' to include
Vietnam veterans, the disabled and
particularly White women.
Despite the fact that little has been researched
concerning the experiences of Black administrators as
a class, and somewhat more has been researched concern-
ing women as a class, there is virtually nothing con-
cerning the Black female administrator. Indeed, a
literature search revealed little. One such article,
and that more opinion and advice than research is
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Dorothy Parrish's article, "Question of Survival: The
Predicament of Black Women," Journal of Negro Educa-
tion, 1975. However, certain sections of the article
have importance to this research. Parrish analyzes
the current state of funding for affirmative action.
She concludes:
During the last decade collegiate
institutions got funds from the
government, foundations and wealthy
individuals to set up a variety of
special programs demanded by Blacks,
women and other oppressed groups.
The support provided by these pro-
grams did not initially meet the need,
then failed to expand as the number
of groups articulating demands proli-
ferated. Consequently, oppressed
groups have been set up to compete
against each other for sub-portions of
an inadequate slice of the American
educational and employment opportuni-
ties pie. To gain new concessions
each has been required to establish a
primacy of demands over the other."
Parrish holds little hope for the professional
recognition and advancement of the Black female pro-
fessional, "caught", according to her, "between such
personal gains as may derive from their fathers, hus-
bands, and brothers, and the hope that advances gained
by White women in employment and education, might some-
how yield benefits to their Black sisters in the long
run." Parrish states:
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... few of us are likely to gain
even indirect personal benefits from
such advances in the immediate future.
Still even as we benefit from educa-
tional and employment gains of Black
men, sex-based barriers stand between
Black women and achievement of our per-
sonal objectives. And as White women
make advances, race biased barriers
block our way."
She articulates the notion voiced by many of the female
interviewees for this study, that is, "The university
counts us twice on their EEO-1 forms when reporting
their affirmative action effort." As one woman put it,
"I'm counted as a Black and again as a woman. As a
result the college looks good and there are not enough
of us here to begin to make a dent." Women and Blacks
are simultaneously short-changed.
Carrol (1975) , agrees with Parrish and concludes
from her own faculty experience at the University of
Pittsburgh as well as from her research that Black
women are unlikely to reach high status in academic.
"Black women find themselves in uneven
competition with men — Black and White —
they have neither benefitted from the
feminist nor the Civil Rights movement."
Chesler and Goodman (1975), agree with Carrol that
women, generally are held as a cheap source of labor.
They cite the disparate regulations of the United States
Bureau of Internal Revenue which are beneficial to men
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but punitive to women.
The September, 1978 issue of Black Enterprise
Magazine carried the article "Publish or Perish: The
Dilemma of Black Educators on White Campuses," by
John Wideman, in which Wideman pinpoints the problems
which this research shows are shared by all but two of
the respondents.
According to Wideman, Black educators on White
campuses are not just teachers, they are "firemen" who
are obligated to rush to any and every emergency acade-
mic or not, involving Black students. In the field
study for this research, all but two respondents com-
plained that the scope of their jobs were vast. Often
they held teaching/administrator positions, so that
little time is left for breathing, let alone research
and publication.
Roosevelt Johnson (1971)
,
did not distinguish
between male and female Black administrators, but con-
cluded from his research that Black administrators were
generally in "Assistant to" positions without influence,
power, control, or critical mass to support the needs
of Black students. Johnson asserts that the percentage
of Black students, faculty and administrators on White
campuses has not increased since the peak admissions
i
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period following the assassination of Martin Luther
King. According to Johnson (19 71)
,
the demands of
White women and the charges of reverse discrimination
brought by DeFunis and Bakke have seriously enabled
the racist establishment in higher education to
pursue their goals of closing off access to higher
education in their institutions to Blacks. Finally,
with the marketplace glutted with college graduates
and the increase in inflation, the prospects of
young Black college graduates are diminished before
they have begun.
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The Role
, Function and Status of
^ministrative Hierarchy Within
or University as a Corporate Entity
This final section of the literature reviewed in
this chapter is crucial to the study undertaken in
this work. It is here that the literature concerned
with the university as a corporate entity possessed
of hierarchies within hierarchies is to be examined.
Particular attention must be paid to the administra-
tive hierarchy and to the differentiation and distri-
bution of duties and responsibilities within it. Its
importance to this study is that the literature re-
viewed here offers a framework within which may be
explored the precise placement characteristics of the
study population in the administrative hierarchy of the
colleges and universities of Pennsylvania.
Thomas Blackwell's College and University Adminis-
tration, (1966) constitutes a comprehensive discussion
of the university as a corporate entity, as well as the
traditional duties and responsibilities of college and
university administrators.
Under the early American legal system a college
could obtain the privilege of operating ana other bene-
fits such as tax exemption, as well, when an appropriate
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government agency — a state legislature for example —
issued a charter. However, the guestion arose very
quickly, as to how much power the issuing agency could
®^s^cise in its control over the college. This issue
was adjudicated by the United States Supreme Court in
the Dartmouth case. Chief Justice John Marshall's
decision, delivered in 1819, was a landmark decision.
It declared that a college founded through private
initiative, endowed or supported by a private corpora-
tion is "a charitable institution." Its corporate
charter is "in effect, a contract between the State
and its incorporators. . ." It is therefore protected
by Section 10, Article 1, of the United States Consti-
tution which declares that "No state shall pass any
law impairing the obligations of contracts."
Blackwell asserts:
"Justice Marshall's decision gave assur-
ances to those who wished to endow edu-
cational institutions free from politi-
cal pressure."
The sharp line of demarcation between private
institutions such as Harvard and public institutions
such as the Pennsylvania State University was not
realized until the nineteenth century. Harvard Col3 ege
for example, continued to receive public funds until
1823. Several privately controlled institutions along
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the Atlantic seaboard were designated as land grant
colleges under the Morrill Act of 1862, and were thus
subsidized out of public monies. The state of New
Hampshire made regular grants to Dartmouth College
until 1920. Currently, in Pennsylvania, several
universities under private control continue to receive
regular appropriations of tax monies, and are in fact
known as state-aided private colleges and universities.
In 1819, at the same time of Justice Marshall's
decision, the Congress passed a bill sponsored by
Thomas Jefferson which created the University of
Virginia. That bill created a public corporation known
as the "Rectors and Visators of Virginia." It esta-
blished the first state university which was held sub-
ject to public control from its beginnings. The bill
made the university operate by law "completely respon-
sive to the will of the state legislature." This
P3.ttern was subsequently followed by every state when
public control of higher education institutions were
established.
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Charter as an Instrunient.
of Public Control
With few exceptions, institutions of higher educa-
tion are incorporated as corporate bodies. A corpora-
tion can exercise ONLY the rights and powers granted
by charter, either in expressed terms or by necessary
implication. The states exert control over the actions
of corporations by virtue of the power to question,
in a court of law, the right of the corporation (quo
warranto) to exercise rights or powers claimed under
but not specifically authorized by its charter.
The majority of states have delegated to the
Secretary of State, the responsibility for the issuance
of the articles of incorporation. Other states,
however, require that an educational official or agency,
review and approve of the provisions of any proposed
charter.
From the perspective of organizational theory,
institutions of higher education belong to the category
of professional organizations along with hospitals,
laboratories, scientific institutes and agencies. They
are institutions whose staffs include a sizeable per-
centage of highly trained employees in the form of
faculty members who strongly identify with the skill
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they practice rather than the institution to which they
are attached. (Etzioni, 1959) (Rourke, 1960) The
members of the governing boards of many privately con-
trolled colleges and universities have the right to
elect their own successors.
As with all bureaucratic systems, professional
organizations face the problem of maintaining them-
selves in existence as institutions. In the case of
colleges and universities, there are certain day-to-
day routine "housekeeping" chores that must be per-
formed. Records must be kept, buildings and grounds
must be maintained, students must be fed and housed.
In addition, an educational organization, like other
institutions, can only survive by maintaining an ade-
quate flow of revenue into its coffers. In the Ameri-
can higher educational system the performance of these
various tasks require the presence on campus of a
variety of administrative staff persons. These adminis-
trators generally do not perform the central educational
services from which colleges and universities were
created. They do not, under ordinary circumstances,
teach or carry on research. However, their presence is
vital if the institution in which faculty members do
carry out these activities are to be kept operational on
(Rourke and Brooks, 1966) Americana daily basis.
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colleges and universities generally fit Parson's typo-
logy of organizational hierarchy.
Talcott Parsons (1951) distinguished three levels
or subsystems in the hierarchial structure of every
organization: the technical, the managerial, and the
institutional. The first is concerned with all techni-
cal activities which contribute to the performance of
the organization's goals, (e.g., the actual teaching in
a school) . The managerial system administers the
internal affairs of the organization and mediates between
the technical subsystems and the immediate environment
by procuring the necessary resources and by finding cus-
tomers for the organization's products. Finally, the
institutional subsystems operate as a link between the
hierarchial subsets within that subsystem in particular.
Barzun (1968) charts the change of the small
American college into the expansive, multifaceted bureau-
cracy it has become. In so doing, he also charts the
administrative structure of Columbia University (his
school)
,
explaining that Columbia deviates with some
modifications made to meet its unique needs but that
generally, the administrative structure he describes is
operational for all American colleges and universities.
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According to Barzun (1968), the administrative arm
of the university system consists of presidents, who are
directly responsible to boards of trustees; academic
vice-presidents; deans of faculty; provosts, heads of
business and finance, directors of projects and grants,
"hedged on all sides by deans of schools, departments,
directors of institutions, senior faculty members, stand-
ing committees, and campus opinion."
Barzun asserts that the major focus of an adminis-
trative professional's activities is to see to it that
the resources of the university — men, space, time,
books, equipment, repute, and money — are distributed
to the best advantage. "Modern university administra-
tion is but a device for securing and controlling the use
» of resources." He states;
"Not all educational institutions of
higher education follow the same power
and influence distribution model. Al-
though the titles, powers, channels of
decision differ, the similarities are
greater and deeper than the diversities."
Blackwell (19 66), describes in detail, the duties
and responsibilities, roles and functions of the office
of the administrative hierarchy of American colleges
and universities starting with the board of trustees.
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There are four principal areas of administration of
higher education; academic administration; library
administration; administration of student personnel
services and business administration:
1. Academic administration is primarily
concerned with instruction and re-
search.
2. Library administration is usually in-
cluded within the area of academic
administration, since its prime func-
tion is to serve the academic community.
3. The administration of student personnel
services includes the selection, ad-
mission, and supervision of students
and the recording of their academic
achievements
.
4. Business administration can be divided
into eight well-defined areas; account-
ing, auditing, reporting, budgetary con-
trol, receipt, custody and disbursement
of monies, investment of funds, purchas-
ing, management of auxiliary and ser-
vice activities, operations and main-
tenance of institutional plants, selec-
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tion and promotion of non—acadsmic
personnel, administration of staff
benefits programs.
According to Blackwell (1966), and Salamen (1966),
educational leadership of the office of the president
is a prime requisite inasmuch as the president must
command the respect of scholars on the campus. As the
chief executive, the president should receive broad
powers from the governing board commensurate with the
responsibilities of the office. The president should
have full responsibility for the educational program,
as well as for the business and fiscal functions of the
institution.
The fact that the president has the responsibility
delegated to him for the operation of the institution
in all of its phases is not intended to imply that he
actually performs all of the functions himself. He, in
turn, delegates power and responsibility to his sub-
ordinate associates. The number of officers reporting
to him should be minimal, even though it is necessary
for his comprehension of the institution that he main-
tain a sufficiently wide personal contact with members
of the faculty and staff. He is the chief executive
officer, leader and spokesman for the college or uni-
versity.
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Instruction and research are the primary concerns of
the academic dean. In a small college he may be the only
individual with the title of Dean. However, in large
colleges and universities, his title may be that of Dean
of Faculties, Provost, or Vice-President for Academic
Affairs or Administration. If that is the case, he re-
ceives reports from the Registrar, the Deans of colleges,
graduate and professional schools as well as from the
directors of the various academic divisions.
The functions of a college dean are summarized as
follows
:
1. The direction of the educational
activities of the college;
2. Service as the chief advisor to
the president in matters of the
policies of the college;
3. The formation of policies and the
presentation of them to the faculty
and/or the president for considera-
tion;
4. Directing attention of the faculty
to changing educational thought and
practices, with particular emphasis
to present trends in higher education;
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5. Transmission to the president of
budgetary recommendations of the
college, the details of which are
to be worked out in conferences
between the dean and the heads of
departments;
6. Making reports related to the work
of the college;
7. Supervision of curricula, courses
and methods of instruction;
8. Supervision of programs and the aca-
demic welfare of students;
9. Classification and assignment of
studepts to classes;
10. Keeping in touch with the discipli-
nary problems of the college;
11. Service as a member of the adminis-
trative council;
12. Representing the college at meetings
of educational associations; and
13. Nomination of the members of the
teaching staff in cooperation with
the departments concerned.
(Floyd Reeves and John Dale, College
Organization and Administration)
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The attraction and retention of the best faculty
the institution can afford to support are two of the
primary responsibilities of the Dean. In larger insti-
tutions, the academic dean may delegate this responsibi-
lity to deans of schools and department chairpersons. In
small schools, however, he may be required to assume the
total burden himself. In either case, he is expected
to exert every effort to see to it that faculty appoint-
ments are approved in the best interest of the institu-
tion. The best interest of the institution is decided
in large measure by the board of trustees, the presi-
dent and the faculty.
In addition to the acquisition and retention of
faculty, the academic dean has the responsibility of
maintaining a balance in the instructional program. A
rapidly growing school may need more staff than one
which grows more slowly; recruitment may be needed to
bolster a weak department or a heretofore non-existent
special field within a department or school.
The role of the academic dean is often defined as
"the person in the middle." It may be viewed by some
as that of a buffer between the faculty and the adminis-
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tration. In most institutions it is the role of the
interpreter . The academic dean ensures communica-
tions between and among persons occupying different
vantage points, so that there is continuity and clarity.
The academic dean is also an innovator; able to lead
the way in striving for better programs, better perfor-
mance, better teaching and better learning.
The position of the graduate school in a univer-
sity is an anomaly. Generally, members of the graduate
faculty are drawn from each of the undergraduate schools
and colleges on campus. Thus, it may be said that few
graduate schools have faculties of their own. This
arrangement places an undue burden on the dean of the
graduate school.
Graduate instruction is more costly than under-
graduate instruction because of the small units, the
highest pay scales for those qualified to teach, and
the need for elaborate research facilities. It makes
a heavy demand on departmental and general libraries.
The dean of the graduate school is expected to marshall
resources, human and financial. His scholarly
interests should be broad enough to administer sympathe-
tically to all the disciplines involved in graduate
instruction. (Blackwell, 1966)
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"Almost everywhere, the graduate dean is an impor-
tant personage. The head of a school — a dean -- is
thought to be an administrator since he is usually a
former member of a department, whose deanship has in-
evitably "unfrocked him." The reason for this attitude
on the part of the faculty is not so much his exercise
of power, as his control of money." (Barzun, 1968)
By 1938, a committee of college and university
business officers were appointed by the National Commit-
tee on Standard Reports to prepare a manual covering
every phase of the business and administration of higher
education. The Manual on College and University Adminis-
tration was published in 1955, it set out areas of busi-
ness administration as follows:
1. Accounting, auditing, fiscal report-
ing, budgetary control and the re-
ceipt, custody and disbursement of
funds;
2. Procurement;
3. The operation and maintenance of the
physical plant;
Management of residence halls, meal
services, bookstores, and other
auxiliary services;
4.
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5. Investment of funds;
6. Selection and promotion of non-
academic personnel; and
7 . Administration of retirement and
other staff benefits.
In small colleges the chief business officer may be
able to perform all of these functions, but the larger
the organization, the greater the need for a division of
labor
.
The Comptroller is the administrative officer of
the university. He is responsible for the maintenance
of its fiscal records and the preparation of its fiscal
reports. In larger universities, the comptroller will
have assistants such as a chief accountant, a funds
accountant, a bursar and an auditor, sometimes called
an internal auditor, a payroll manager, a statistical
accountant and an investment accountant.
The college or university as a corporate entity, is
not only the owner of certain funds, it is the custodian
of certain other funds and the trustee for still others.
The identity and status of each group of funds is to be
maintained separately. Since the college or university
is not organized to make profit from its operations, but
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to perform a service, net profit and net worth,
theoretically, having no meaning to such an institution.
Therefore, the task of funds accounting requires the
services of a skilled accountant who understands the
difference between funds accounting and commercial
accounting
.
The first Dean of Students was appointed at the Uni-
versity of Chicago in 1930, in response to the demands
of the University senate. The duties of the office were
defined as follows:
1. Under the direction of the presi-
dent, the dean of students shall
coordinate all of the university's
relationships with students, in-
cluding admissions, recording and
reporting;
2. Health services;
3. The administration of entrance,
placement and comprehensive examina-
tions ;
4. Educational and social supervision
of residence halls and club houses;
5. The direction of special affairs;
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6. The control of student organizations
and publications;
7. Vocational guidance and placement;
8. Student aid;
9. The administration of fellowships and
scholarships; and
10.
The administration of student advisory
services in art, literature and the
sciences
.
The Dean of Student Personnel Services is an ex-
officio vice-president of all boards and committes deal-
ing with student relations, and the formulation of test-
ing and administration of entrance and comprehensive
examinations. He is an ex-officio member of the curri-
culum committee in arts, literature and science.
Northwestern University followed a different model.
It established a board of personnel administration under
the chairmanship of an Assistant to the President. The
board's membership included the university registrar,
the Director of Admissions, the student counselors, the
Director of the University Board of Religion, of dorma-
tories, of student finance, of placement, of personnel
research, the calendar secretary, the executive secretary
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of the student governing board, the director of the stu-
dent union and three faculty members. In this model,
the board was given no legislative function, nor any
disciplinary powers. Simply, it was required to make
recommendations to the council of personnel work for
students. The membership of the council consisted of
faculty members for each of the university faculties:
their actions were transmitted to the dean of faculties
for validation and sanction. The more accepted model
currently in use is the centralised one mentioned first.
The major executive officers usually form an ad-
ministrative council, committee or cabinet. They met
at regular intervals with the president; they are the
president's cabinet. Membership in this council should
consist of no less than four or more than seven individ-
uals reporting directly to the president. This repre-
sents an acceptable span of control. Other administra-
tive officers are usually invited to meet with the
council when questions of concern to their schools,
divisions or departments are under discussion. Such dis-
cussions emphasize that every major educational problem
has many ramifications that must be considered before
such policies can be developed and adopted.
In 1966, both Salamen and Blackwell asserted that
historically, deans and presidents were persons who had
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served the university system as faculty, department
chairpersons, assistant deans, and finally as presi-
dents. They are generally persons who have reputations
as scholars and have departmental memberships according
to their disciplines. Although deans do not have tenure
to their deanships, nor presidents to their presidency,
(Barzun, 1968), Socolow's study (1977) asserts that
^^ttle has changed because of affirmative action; presi-
dents and senior deans are still hired as a result of
the "old boy" network.
In the previous pages of this section the powers,
authorities, role and functions of the differentiated
but traditional segments of the university system were
described. However, there is one segment of the internal
organization of the university which deviates from those
previously discussed. It is the institute, center or
project.
After World War II as the university rapidly expanded
its activities, there was and is, a proliferation of
"centers," institutes and research projects with all of
the attendant services and benefits that the modern cor-
poration is expected to provide, plus the cost of space
and maintenance of an expanded staff. These institutes
are usually established through the writing of proposals
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by faculty or members of the administration for govern-
ment or foundation grants; haggling with the Office of
Projects and Grants and securing the funds from the
foundation or granting governmental agency. (Barzun,
1968) The director of the institute, usually a tenured
and respected faculty member, is as a rule relieved of
his teaching duties, for at least a portion of his time.
Because they are interdisciplinary, institutes are
loosely tied to the university, in the sense that they
are not responsible to a department, but to the respec-
tive deans. However, the director of a large institute
is perceived as a department chairperson, and more often
than not because of the monies he brings into the uni-
versity, has direct access to the president. (Salamen,
1966) Although these subsets are temporary in nature,
their leaders do not often have to follow the hierarchial
procedures. They are ad hoc units of the university.
Alvin Toffler describes the new 'ad hocory" in
Future Shock:
"The results of man's organization re-
lationships today tend to change at a
faster pace than ever before. The
average relationship is less permanent,
more temporary than ever before. The
high rate of turnover is most dramati-
cally symbolized by the rapid rise of
what executives call 'project' or 'task
force' management. Here teams are
assembled to solve specific, short-term
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p blems. Then exactly like mobile
disassembled
and their human components reassign-
ed. Sometimes they are thrown to-
other to serve only a few days.Sometimes they are intended to last afew years, but unlike functional de-partments or divisions of traditionalbureaucratic organizations, which arepresumed to be permanent, the project
or taskforce is temporary in design."
Bouge and Saunders (1976), concur with Toffler,
adding only that "staff relations within the disposable
organizations rely on the authority of competence rather
than on authority of position."
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The chapter on Design and Methodology presented
the guiding propositions of this treatise, which is to
explore whether or not statistical differences exist
in the terms and conditions of employment for Black
men and Black women who work as administrators in
predominantly White public and private institutions of
higher education in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Terms and Conditions are defined for this study as
the attainment of the doctoral degree, prior adminis-
trative training, level of salary earned, control of
program budget, control of program planning, control
of program operations, percentage of Black students
assigned to programs administered by the subject popu-
lation; percentage of White students receiving services
from programs administered by subject population, ten-
ured faculty titles, training programs provided by the
institution for new Black administrators, attitudes
regarding budget, size of budgetary allocations, job
description, prior work experience, involvement in
formal decision-making regarding the responsibilities
of others, involvement in formal decision-making regard-
ing one's own responsibility, and involveiiient in informal
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decision-making regarding one's own responsibilities.
This chapter is devoted to the statistical test-
ing of thirty subsidiary hypotheses of The Null form.
Its organization includes statement of the three major
premises under which sub-hypothesis are grouped.
Accordingly, the evidence in support or rejection of
these hypotheses is presented in terms of appropriate
descriptive and inferential techniques.
T-Tests are used to analyze the data to determine
the impact of public versus private colleges and the
impact of gender of the administrator.
These same variables are examined using discri-
minant analyses to determine which variable best
differentiates the group of Black administrators.
Major Premise I ; Private or public status of pre-
dominantly White institutions of higher education has
no statistically significant bearing on the terms and
conditions of employment of Black administrators. The
specific sub-hypotheses which follow are derived from
this general hypothesis. Table 1 presents the summary
of the results of the t-Test.
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S^^EOth^
- ^ere is no stati..i caliv
difference between the percentage of Black si-nri>.nf.=
^Signed to receive services administered by Black
administrators by private institutions and the
of Black students assigned to receive services adminis-
tered by Black administrators in public institnti^no
.
The test results show that a significantly
higher percentage of Black students are assigned by
private institutions than by public institutions. The
difference are statistically significant at .001 level
mean of the responses from public administrators was
1.720; the mean of the responses from private adminis-
trators was 1.8777.
Hypothesis - There is no statistically significant
difference between programs provided for new Black
administrators by private institutions and universities
and training programs provided for new Black administra-
tors by public colleges and universities.
Test results show the difference between the
means is not statistically significant.
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Hypothesis - There is no statistically significant
difference between the percentage of Black Ph.D.'s
^ployed as administrators by private institutions and
the percentage of Black Ph.D.’s employed as administrators
by public institutions.
The mean difference for public college responses
is 15.900 and for private colleges is 8.900. The
differences are statistically significant at .04. Test
findings indicate that a greater percentage of Ph.D.'s
have been employed as administrators by public institu-
tions than by private institutions.
Hypothesis - There is no statistically significant
difference between the responses of public college
administrators regarding their attitude about the bug-
gets they administer and the attitude of private college
administrators regarding the budgets they administer.
The mean differences for public college adminis-
trators' responses if 3.3400 and for private college
administrators is 1.7143. The statistical difference
between these sample populations is .003. Test findings
indicate that a greater percentage of public administra-
tors responded positively regarding their attitude about
the budgets they administer than those administrators from
private institutions.
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Table 1 reveals that there are no statistically
significant differences resulting from the tests of
six of the sub-hypotheses.
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Major Premise II - Sex has no bearing on the terms
and conditions of employment of Black men employed as
administrators and Black women employed as administrators
^ predominently white institutions of higher education.
As with the first premise, subsidiary hypotheses have been
subsumed under this major premise. These subsidiary
hypotheses of null form were examined by T-Test and
Chi-Square. Table 2 summarizes the T-Test findings. An
examination of Table 2 reveals that two variables, salary
level and prior administrative training were the only
significant variables of the eight subsidiary variables.
Hypothesis - There is no statistically significant
<^iffsrence between the levels of salary earned by Black
men employed as college and university administrators and
the levels of salary earned by Black women employed as
college and university administrators.
Test results do not support the null hypothesis.
Rather, the results indicate a disparity between the levels
of earnings made by men and women. Better than two-thirds
of the male administrators report earnings in salary ranges
above $20,000 per annum, while less than two-thirds of the
female respondents report that they are paid in the same
salary range. Salaries paid to men are higher than those
154
paid to women at a statistically significant difference
at the .01 level.
Table 2 indicates that all but one of the specific
subsidiary hypotheses are of no statistical significance.
Therefore, the major hypothesis, that no statistically
significant differences in the terms and conditions of
employment of Black men and Black women by institutions of
education, is retained. However, the reality of
it which is supported by the literature, is that the higher
education bureaucracy is male dominated. The consideration
of the reality gives rise to the question, "can it be
possible that sex, in concert with college type, could
impact upon significantly, on the terms and conditions of
employment of Black administrators?"
COMPARISONS
BETWEEN
THE
TERMS
AND
CONDITIONS
OF
EMPLOYMENT
OF
BLACK
MALE
ADMIN-
ISTRATORS
AND
BLACK
FEMALE
ADMINISTRATORS
EMPLOYED
BY
THE
PREDOMINENTLY
WHITE
FOUR
YEAR
COLLEGES
AND
UNIVERSITIES
OF
THE
COMMONWEALTH
OF
PENNSYLVANIA.
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Prsiniss III ~ Ssx and ths public and privats
governance of institutions of higher education have no
relevance to terms and conditions of employment of Black
administrators
.
A discriminant analysis was applied to the data to
discover if there were variables which significantly
differentiate between Black men and Black women in public
and private institutions.
The results of the discriminant analysis are in
agreement with the results of the T-Test. The step wise
programs identified those variables, in descending
order, which best discriminated between the groups. The
variables which emerged as the best discriminators among
the groups are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 shows that the characteristics best able to
distinguish the groups from one another are Control of
Planning, Salary, Attitude Regarding Budget, Job
Description, Prior Experience, Previous Administrative
Training
.
The discriminant analysis yielded two functions
which separated the four different groups. The two
functions were type of institution and gender of the
respondent. These were the variables which were of
overall importance. The specific experimental variables
listed earlier have been examined in detail in the
following discussion.
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CHAPTER V
THE STATE OF THE ART FOR BLACK ADMINISTRATORS
IN PREDOMINANTLY WHITE COLLEGES IN "THE COMMONWEALTH
OF PENNSYLVANIA
Major authorities on the subject of the status of
Black administrators employed by White colleges and
universities disagree. Moore and Wagstaff (1974) and
Johnson (1971) argue that Black administrators are de-
void of domination and control of the institutional
resources for which they are responsible. Freeman
(1973) , disagrees. He maintains that the status of
educated Blacks can best be described as elite, that
they have dominion and control of their own professional
lives and the institutional resources for which they
are held responsible.
The state of the art for Black administrators
working in predominantly White colleges and universities
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is neither the stark
emptiness suggested by Johnson (1971) and Moore and
Wagstaff (1974) nor is it of the fullness inferred by
Freeman's (1973) term "elite." Rather, the main propo-
sition of this work asserts that the status of Black
administrators in Pennsylvania's institutions of higher
education is a hybrid, problematic phenomenon, somewhere
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between the two poles. This research suggests that
there is a strong contributing relationship between
institutionalized racism and the hybrid characteris-
tics of the hierarchial placement of Black administra-
tors. Additionally, Black women suffer the confounding
affect of sexism beyond racism. What Black men and
women share in common with all other administrators is
the quality of difference between types of institutions.
The compounded affects of racism and sexism impact upon
the hierarchial placement of Black administrators in
White institutions and create a status for them that
is difficult to define without critical examination
of the terms and conditions under which Black men and
women are employed.
Black Administrators; Their Present Status
This discussion will critically examine the main
proposition of this research. The discussion begins
with the data concerned with the distribution of Black
administrators in higher education institutions in
Pennsylvania. It is followed by the discussion of the
influence of gender on placement in the hierarchy of
higher education and finally in terms to the correla-
tion between terms and conditions of employment with
gender and the type of institutional governance of the
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colleges in which they work.
It is not suprising to find that there is a
correlation between the type of college in which the
Black administrator is employed and key items of the
terms and conditions of employment. Eighty percent of
the public institutions and 40 percent of the private
institutions provide services administered by Black
administrators to less than half of the Black stu-
dents attending the institution. At the same time
that 18 percent of the public institutions and 51 per-
cent of the private institutions provided services
administered by Black administrators to which more than
half of the Black student population is assigned.
Nonetheless, there is no significant difference between
the types of institutions and the percentage of White
students who are assigned to receive services administered
by Black administrators. It is therefore a safe assump-
tion that Black administrators are charged with a major-
ity of programs that are designed for the exclusive use
of Black students. This gives rise to the assumption
that there exists, within the desegregated situation in
predominantly White institutions, segegated pockets con-
structing what is essentially a dual system for Black
students and administrators alike.
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Pennsylvania's senior colleges and universities
engage 4017 full-time administrators (Table 4)
.
More than 90 percent of them are White (Fig. 2).
These 4017 administrators give service to 487,454
full-time students. Therefore, the overall ratio of
administrator to student is 1:121.3.
Black administrators upon whom the mandate has
been placed to serve Black students whether that man-
date is implicit, explicit or self-imposed, number 220.
Of these 220 persons, 130 or 3.2 percent are Black men
and 90 or 2.2 percent are Black women. Black students
in number are 38,136. The ratio of Black administrators
to Black students is 1:173.4 or greater than the overall
administrator to student ratio by 52.1 students. Such
glaring disparities, even in an education "factory" are
designed for failure.
Twenty-four public colleges have not a single Black
male administrator; thirty have no Black female adminis-
trator in the ranks of the administrative hierarchy.
Of the private institutions, thirty have no Black men
employed as an administrator and forty-six have no Black
women employed. The one hundred thirty Black men and
ninety Black women employed by predominantly White
senior colleges and universities in the Commonwealth of
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Pennsylvania are scattered over twenty-eight campuses.
The only "concentrations" are on the major university
campuses located near the two major cities of Phila-
delphia and Pittsburgh.
As repugnant as this inequity is, it is a safe
assumption that the past patterned behavior of White
America will conclude "Well, we gave them a chance and
they blew it." In the parlance of the streets of Watts
and Harlem, "This situation has all the element of a
set up.
"
It is the imposition of race and sex upon the lives
even of good men and women that prevent them from
planning in equitable fashion for all of the best young
minds of America. The imposition of race and sex on
the thoughts of men who call themselves just, permit
them to look unmoved upon disparity and to term victimi-
zation as equity. What minorities have discovered is
that affirmative action is a serious disappointment.
They find that it is the Federal Government and not
higher educations* voluntary action, that has become the
enforcer for broader anti-discrimination. La Noire
makes the point "The academic employment process is so
decentralized that it is quite possible to have some
discriminatory departments within the same institution.
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Wiley (1971), describes the effect the imposition
of race carries for the Black administrator. He
describes what some Civil Rights agencies staff have
labelled "the Jackie Robinson syndrome." Wiley equates
the syndrome to a conspiracy aimed particularly at the
Black administrator "newly initiated into White educa-
tionalism. " He makes four points:
1. There is an obvious assumption that
Black administrators are different
from their White counterparts.
Therefore they become assistants to
the president rather than assistant
president.
2. Black administrators are assigned
positions outside t^e university
hierarchial structure, serving in
titles such as Director of Human
Relations or Assistant to the presi-
dent.
3. Organizational positioning (placement)
are described as neo—segregation,
several minority affairs officers felt
that many of their duties had a separa-
tist quality. It seems almost impossible
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for anyone to accept the fact that
a Black person might fill a posi-
tion at or near the top of a major
institution, whether corporate or
academic, without the label of
minority attached as a delimiting
factor of his influence, or the
reach of his authority and responsi-
bility.
4. Black administrators are sufficiently
dissatisfied to have astonished Whites
by refusing to accept their offers of
employment.
The workload of Black administrators is dispro-
portionate, occurring as it often does in isolated
environments that are hostile to Blacks, students and
professionals alike.
Public and private administrators report that they
are called upon to address the problems of Black students,
whether or not it is part of their assigned duties.
One administrator assigned to a middle-sized public
college in the central region of the state said, "in this
town if two Black students are seen together, it con-
stitutes a riot. I am called out at all hours of the
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day and night because of the fear and distrust that
local people feel about Blacks, men in particular."
Another administrator, employed by a large state
university relates; "the local police have my home
number so that they can get in touch with me whenever
a Black student gets involved. Black students are
accused of everything imaginable, woe to any of them
who make the mistake of being in town after dark.
Somebody will complain. Somebody will insist that
some undefined crime has been committed. It is almost
impossible for me to find time for my own children. I
am on duty twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
Its wrecking my marriage."
Terminal degrees tend not to be a requirement for
the employment of Black administrators. It was
found
that 32 percent of the administrators employed by
public
institutions have had the doctoral degree awarded to
them as have 27 percent of those employed by
private
institutions. However, almost one half of the
Black
administrators employed in White colle5es have
reported
that they have not yet been awarded the
terminal degree.
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^rms and Conditions of Employment: The Sex Dif ferent i ;.i
Most of the existing literature tends to lump Blacks
together without regard for the differentiated position
of the Black woman. "in the academic world", Carrol (1976)
writes, "clearly sex is more a handicap than race in the
upper ranks of the teaching staff of the University of
Pittsburgh, and the disproportions between sexes is far
greater for Blacks than Whites, men are about two and one-
half times more likely than women to be in the upper ranks,
but among Blacks, men are ten times more likely than women
to enjoy high status."
That sexism would rear its head in the administrative
ranks of the male dominated academy, public and private,
versus a recognition of reality, did not come as a surprise.
It was expected that there would be a correlation between
sex and the terms and conditions of employment of Blacks to
administrative duties and responsibilities.
Chesler and Goodman (1973)
,
argue that women
have been kept as a cheap labor source. Bowles,
Gintis (1971)
,
and Carnoy (1971)
,
argue that Blacks have
been kept as a cheap labor source with which to threaten
the dominant White group. Black women are kept as a
cheap labor source, very clearly, to threaten not only
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\^ite men and White women but Black men as well.
The findings indicate a crystalized disparity
between the salary levels at which women are paid and
those at which men are paid. Better than two thirds
of the male administrators reporting, state that their
earnings are at the over $20,000 per annum range; just
under two-third of the female administrators report-
ing assert that they earn salaries that fall into the
below $20,000 range.
Although of the persons reporting that they have
had the Ph.D. conferred upon them, 50 percent of those
from private institutions are men and 50 percent are
women. In the public institutions 55 percent are men
and 45 percent are women.
These findings support the contention that Black
women find themselves in a confounding paradox. Having
been described by social scientists as domineering
and authoritative, they now find themselves held in
subordinate positions — the victims of the very qua-
lities that have been systematically and scientifically
ascribed to them. Interestingly enough these qualities
which now militate against the Black women administrator
are the self same qualities which, when found in White
men, are termed "leadership ability.
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White men who remain in control of the selection
process generally see women as subordinate to them.
But in the male dominated milleau of the university,
the selection process appears to work (in limited mea-
sure) to the advantage of the Black man. Black women
suffer the double imposition of sex and race in the
academic market place.
Black women must share some of the responsibility
for the disparity they suffer. The lower salaries paid
to them, carry the excuse that Black women as well as
Black men insisted that Black men shall have a priority
place in the reward systems of the dominant social
systems of the nation. That sense of loyalty to the
movement of Black people, even now, stultifies the
Black woman in the pursuit of her own equity and parity
in the market place. Many Black women feel that their
participation in pursuit of their own rights somehow
serves to "water down the movement of the group."
Many of them have forgotten that they also have families
to support but even if they had not, they are entitled
to equal treatment under the law.
The findings suggest that Black women are consigned
to the lowest salary ranges and the lowest positions.
Carrol (1976), writes of Black women in higher
education
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Thsy not6 thG ©fforts mad© to provid©
equal opportunity for Black m©n and
Whit© wom©n in high©r ©ducation whil©
th©y ar© som©how l©ft b©hind in th©
wake of both th© Civil Rights and
feminist movements."
Black women find themselves enmeshed in a vicious cycle
based on a self-fulfilling prophesy, beleagured on all
sides by competition for the scarce commodity of jobs,
^^^bainly
, examination of this phenomenon is worthy
of further investigation which is denied to this re-
search because of its limitations.
Historically, women have been steered into those
disciplines that are best equated with male perception
of what women are capable of; that is, educated women,
Black and White have been steered into the teaching,
nursing and social work professions. These professions
are paid stereotypes of the perceived role of women as
homemakers and child-rearers.
The 1960 census figures show that among Black
women 5 percent were public school teachers, 19 percent
were nurses, 5 percent were social workers and 3.2 per-
cent were health technicians. Contrasted to this dis-
tribution in "women's work," 1.1 percent were college
presidents (of all female colleges)
,
professors and
instructors, 0.1 percent were physicians or surgeons.
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Carrol (1976 )
,
asserts that even when the numbers
are large, Black women never receive the same advantage
as men. Few become principals of the elementary and
secondary schools where they teach in overwhelming
numbers. Few are promoted to upper academic positions.
She states that of the Ph.D.'s conferred by Black insti-
tutions in 1968, 91 percent were awarded to men and 9
percent were awarded to females.
The examination of the correlation of sex to pre-
vious administrative training gives evidence that there
is a significant association. The paucity of positive
responses from Black women is indicative of the cul-
tural lag to which women are subjected and the imposi-
tion of that cultural lag on the perception of Black
women
.
One female respondent sums the problem up neatly.
She said, "I just do not know if its all worth the
bother. Blacks are the first to be fired and the last
to be hired . . . They do the hiring. If a Black woman
is going to hired at all, we get in in very small
numbers. . . You know that promotion and job security
are almost out of the question, but suppose, just
suppose, that you slip and get promoted. Along comes
the Internal Revenue to get you and take away the little
money you've earned."
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The position taken by the respondent above is
supported by Chester and Goodman (1976) . They write,
The Internal Revenue Code is filled with examples of
discrimination against women, often despite the reali-
ties of the factories, shops, schools and hospitals.
These are the forms of reinforcing America's conception
of "the place for women is in the home." The only dif-
ference being that traditionally the place for America's
Black women has been in someone else's kitchen.
A third, more fundamental, but more subtle con-
straint for what appears to be a lack of motivation
of Black women to engage in administrative training is
the human being's basic need to preserve one's sense
of self-esteem by avoiding those situations which could
lead to a loss of personal dignity. In order to make
the maximum use of the Black slave women, the plantation
culture labelled her promiscuous, thus placing the blame
on a victim who was impotent to help lierself. Dollard
(1973) , speaks of the residual effects of lies that have
been told for so long they take on the trappings of
truth. In his 1973 work, he asserts that, "middle class,
cultured Black women in the south learn early to stay
among their own. They do not venture abroad for fear of
the unsolicited and unwanted attentions Oi. predatory
White men, which these women are not able to resist. In
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this society, where it is an accepted myth that a success-
ful woman has "slept her way up the ladder" to use
Chesler and Goodman's imagery, Black women have a psycho-
logical deterrent to taking either overt or covert actions
which would infer that they are immoral.
Institutional Governance: The Sex Differential
One's sex in concert with the type of institution
in which one is employed has as much of an impact upon
the terms and conditions of one's employment as one's
race. It was found that there does exist statistically
significant differences between the terms and conditions
of employment of males and females in public and private
institutions
.
Public institutions of higher education in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania conduct their business under
the scrutiny of the State legislature through the adminis-
tration of the Pennsylvania Department of Education and
the State Civil Service Commission. The rules of con-
duct for these latter arms of state government are
impacted upon by the rulings of the Pennsylvania Human
Relations Commission of the Governor's office. The
Commission is charged with the enforcement of the Common-
wealth's laws prohibiting discrimination against certain
specific protected classes of the population including
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Blacks and women. A combination of the regulations
and authorities of these agencies provide for salary
levels and ranges based upon tasks and experience to be
fairly equitable. They provided the authority for the
Pennsylvania Department of Education to remove funds
from state agencies found to be in non-compliance with
state laws.
Private institutions do not have the same severe
constraints. While they are chartered by the state to
conduct their business in the Commonwealth, the private
nature of their boards and their funding sources allow
them the option to do pretty much as they please. The
only controls which might be placed upon them are tied
to receipt of federal funds.
In the materialistic culture of the United States,
monies over which one has absolute personal control
are defined as a hallmark of one's success in the
society. Salaries therefore become important hallmarks
of status which allow the purchase of materialistic
symbols of worth. However, Chesler and Goodman (1976)
have aptly put it that "... American women (regardless
of race) do what is expected of them . . . they submit
to a double financial standard ..."
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It was found that women in the public colleges
earn a significantly lower salary than men. One would
ask, "How can that be given. Civil Service and related
equal pay regulations?" While salaries are described
in salary scales and job titles, each scale consists
of steps A through F
. A step is the entry level and
F step is the top of the scale. Even with the prohi-
^itions of the Equal Pay for Equal Work Amendment in
federal law and the prohibition of the Pennsylvania
Human Relations Act in state law, salaries for females
at the entry level are significantly below starting
salaries for men.
A female respondent employed by a state institu-
tion voiced concern that she is being paid less than
her male counterpart. According to her, "He does a
H. . . of a lots less work than I do, but he gets paid
better for his incompetence. " WTien asked why she
thought that she was being paid differently, she
responded, . .Well, I did not know how to negotiate
my salary. I guess that I was just glad to get the job.
So they put me on the entrance level step of the pay
scale. The guy and I graduated in the same class, last
year. We came at the same time and vre do the same
things. But he came in on the third step from the top.
It would take me at least six years to catch up with him.
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if at all." There are several tragedies inherent in that
scenario . Women as a class, new to the world of work,
do not perceive it as correct to negotiate their salaries.
They are grateful for the "right" to work. As women
develop a sense of worth and a realistic appreciation for
their own value to the academic marketplace, they will begin
to negotiate for their positions, as well as they should.
In the male dominated world of higher education, women
are seldom if ever admitted to the selection process,
except perhaps as payroll clerks or some such equivalent.
Whatever the title or role, the position is devoid of the
power to make determinations
.
On the issue of salaries, women stand to earn less
than men whether they are employed in public or private
institutions . But given the data that private institutions
pay on a lower general scale than public institutions
,
women in the private sector earn less than all other sub-
groups in the sample population.
Sex discrimination crosses color lines. Black women
out of loyalty to Black men have not been aggressive in
pronouncements of the disparity of the treatment they face
in the marketplace but the reality is that they clearly
do not have the luxury of members of more affluent
groups;
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that is their salaries cannot be earmarked for the little
added luxuries. Because of the law salaries historically
earned by Black men, Black women who are married have had
to contribute to such fundamentals as mortgage payments
and school tuitions. It will be a while before Black
families will be able to accrue enough savings for a Black
woman's job to be considered the means of a dillitante
approach to extras.
Single Black women rarely come from families that are
able to supplement their needs or desires. Often the
Black educated woman contributes to the less fortunate
members of her family, immediate, as well as extended. But
the sociological aspects of the meaning of life in America
for Blacks, notwithstanding. Black women bring with them to
the halls of academe, the skills and motivation to give of
themselves to their myriad tasks. They should be paid
accordingly. As Myrdal (1938) has said, "It is one of the
dichotomies of this society that at one and the same time
we speak of equality but deny it for reasons which are after
all, frivolous."
Planning in private institutions is of much greater
importance than it is in public institutions. Private
institutions, because of their autonomy, must, of necessity,
provide their own program plans. In the public sector,
the State of Pennsylvania Department of Education (P.D.E.)
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p3^ovid0s plans for alinost ovory aspsct of tho institu~
tion ' s programs. While it is not mandatory that the
individual schools use the plans provided by P.D.E.
they are there and available for the taking. Hence,
planning in the public sector reduces itself to the
decision if whether to use what the P.D.E. provided;
modify or to reject it; or to do one's own planning.
The notion that employees have control of planning
is limited to an obtuse perception about the nature
of control. The data from this study found that
significant differences exist between males and females
in the public sector in this regard.
Planning as an isolated task is worth little to
an administrator. Without the control of the program
budget, planning can be an exercise in futility. In
the private sector females more often than males have
control of planning. Responses from Black males and
Black females from private institutions are best summed
up in the statement made by one Black woman when she
was asked why do you think they allow you to do the
planning? "These folks just don't know what to do with
Black kids, never mind those they recruited from Phila-
delphia and Harrisburg in order to collect the state
and federal money. II
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But, the pattern of having group members plan for
new groups entering academe for the first time is not
new; it is simply new where Blacks are concerned.
McCormack (1966) , asserts that women were pressed into
service for the planning of Douglass College of Rutgers,
the State University of New Jersey, at its inception.
Goode and Teller (1973) , recount that land grant
colleges came into existence bringing a very serious
cognitive dissonance between the farmer population of
students and the professional teaching staffs. As a
result, the professionals of that day utilized students
and other farmers to plan the courses of instruction.
Having absorbed the needed course materials and content
which came from their own students or members of the
groups from which the farm students came, the profes-
sional staffs of the land grant colleges of that day
revised the material, claimed it as their own and dis-
missed the farmer planners.
Goode and Teller (1973) , asserted that after
the
passage of Morrill Act I, State universities
and land
grant colleges were very young schools, in
need of stu-
dents, because of the absence of rich
alumnae which
large eastern schools had to sustain
them,, led in the
recruitment of women. The eastern schools
had no such
concerns, therefore they made no
concessions to women.
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Rather than to admit women into their male schools, they
set up separate colleges. Thus Mount Holyoke, Wellesley,
Vassar, Barnard, Radcliff, Smith and Douglass Colleges
came into existence as separate, elitist institutions
for White women. (Elitist for women, but secondary to
the male schools which were elitist as compared to
everyone, since they stood at the top of the status
hierarchy)
.
History has a way of repeating itself. The short-
age of students as a result of the lowered birth rate,
leaves colleges in serious competition with one another
for the existing student population. However, both
the Federal Government and the Commonwealth have made
funds available for students who would otherwise be
excluded from the academy. Equal opportunity monies are
therefore a source of revenue for small colleges as a
result of the Civil Rights movement and the ensuing laws
that derived from Black students being admitted for the
first time to predominantly White colleges.
Job descriptions are purported to spell out one's
duties and responsibilities. They provide theoretical
power and influence of position. They delineate one's
role and status in the "chain of command." They impact
upon one's status position in the bureaucratic hierarchy.
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But it is not at all surprising that a significant
difference exists between the possession of job
descriptions by employees of public institutions and
those employed by the private sector. Earlier in this
paper, there was the discussion of the Civil Service
Commission’s influence upon salary scales. The same
Civil Service Commission prepares job specifications
for all positions over which the Commonealth has juris-
diction. Periodically, the Civil Service Commission
would have job descriptions prepared for their employees.
The results of testing support this assumption.
Private colleges have the latitudes to practice
"academic freedom." Many of those who work for private
institutions consider it somehow demeaning that pro-
fessionals within the academic system would need
or
want job descriptions. As one administrator who is
not
included in this sample said to me when asked
if he had
a written job description, "How terrible.
After all I
am a professional, I know my job, it is not
necessary
for anyone, myself included, to write
it down as if it
were a respectable formula. Everyone
knows that there
are certain things that one is not
required or entitled
to do if one has a certain title.
This job description
business is ridiculous.
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The snobbery of the private college, for better or
worse has disallowed, .the adaption of modern management
principles, small denominational private colleges, even
when affiliated with others of their type because of
their denominational ties, appear to resist the trappings
of the bureaucratic managerial modes.
Job descriptions can be developed to infer or omit
all of the rights and privileges of position to which
one appears to be entitled. However, the positions
allocated to Black administrators appear to be almost
always those that relate mostly to the Black student
population. Inherent therefore, is a constraint upon the
theoretical power and influence inferred. Field study
data and telephone follow-ups provided some insights.
One man who is employed by a state college in the central
part of the Commonwealth explained why he did and did
not have a job description, all at the same time. He
confided: ". . .1 had a job description when I came here,
but for three years now, we've been in the process of
sorting out things I do which will go into my new job
description.
"
A woman writes:
"Am I administrative staff or cleri-
cal staff? There is no doubt in my
mind but there seems to be in the
minds of others. There is a general
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feeling that my work is of such
little importance that I can
answer phones when the secretary
is busy working for others; that
the secretary can do some work
for me if she is not needed else-
where. ”
Another respondent, whose job title was Vice-Presi-
dent of Academic Affairs and who purportedly had direct
responsibility to the President of the institution in
which he was employed, reported that he was given an
office at the end of a rather large campus, without a
telephone for six months. His part-time secretary was
shared with the department chairperson of one of the
Science departments, two buildings away from the Vice-
President's office. Ultimately the Black Vice-President
was censured by the President for having missed hastily
called meetings, the summons to which had been given to
his secretary in her office two buildings away. The
Vice-President was never notified in some instances.
From others, he learned of the meetings after the fact.
One woman, the Vice-President in charge of Student
Affairs for a large university with responsibility in
her job description for a large dollar value budget
and a sizeable staff, who although she reports directly
to che President of the institution is not a member
of
the administrative council. Moreover, any
expenditure
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made by her, must be approved by the other Vice-
President in charge of Student Affairs, a White
There is no fine print in her job description
which stipulates the limits of the rights and privileges
normally accorded to her position title. It just
happens to be that way.
Prior experience was found to be one of the most
distinctive characteristics which separated males in
the public colleges from males in the private colleges
and females in both public and private institutions.
In the wake of the Health, Education, and Welfare in-
vestigations of several hundred universities for non-
compliance to the federal guidelines concerned with the
equal treatment of minorities and women. Black women
have raised their expectations as have Black men and
White women. The affirmative action programs that have
sprung up all over the Nation, spotlight the inequities
and proposed solutions for them. Colleges and univer-
sities have heightened their efforts to hire Black women
in the same way that they have gradually increased their
rosters of Black men and White women. Unfortunately
Black women have been hired as departmental secretaries,
as staff to Black student's programs, as counselors and
junior administrators. Significant change has yet to
occur
.
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Just as Black women are short on previous administra-
tive training, they are short on prior experience which
is applicable to the jobs in the upper strata of the
administrative hierarchy. Public colleges are better
able to offer more rewarding salaries and to be more
selective about things like previous administrative
training and prior experience. Regardless of the type
of college, however, the opportunities for Black women
are limited. They are limited for employment, for
promotional opportunities and for advancement. Unlike
Black men and White men who have access to assistant-
ships, Black women have few models and even fewer
opportunities to accrue the prior experience which
differentiates them from Black men. White men, and now
White women.
The state of the art for Black administrators,
male and female in the predominantly White four-year
private and public colleges and Universities of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is hybrid phenomenon of
status inconsistency. Its hierarchial placement defi-
nition defies standard description, other than that
of
role conflict.
More than half of the Black men have control
of
program planning and program operations. Less
than
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half of them control program budget. But more than two-
thirds of the Black men earn salaries that are in the
top ranges paid by their institutions which would seem
to infer that they hold senior positions of substantive
control of resources. Men in the public institutions
appear to be low on job satisfaction. They are however,
high in the use of the services they administer by
Black students.
There is a strong suggestion from the data that
the positions held by men in public sectors can be
characterized as ad hoc; that, they are temporarily in
nature and can be readily disassembled. These posi-
tions contain certain elements of line and staff control,
but these elements are insufficient in their relation-
ship to one another to categorize these administrators
as either line or staff personnel.
There are implications in the findings of this work
for legislation. It is necessary to Black people
that quotas be established for their admission and
retention in higher education institutions as it was
for other groups who entered these systems and remained
to meet with success. Under the current political per-
suasion, Blacks see themselves as in a temporary holding
pen until the funds run out. Their future is insecure
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at best and the impact on job satisfaction is hor-
rendous.
Recommendations
Black women must learn to channel their assertive
behaviors to their own use; that is, they must learn to
fight vigorously for themselves. Black women have the
same responsibility as White women to begin at the
cradle to develop a sense of self-worth and assertive-
ness in their daughters. This will enable Black women,
present and future, to compete with equity and to
demand dignity. This is perhaps the most difficult
position that Black women find themselves in. Ever
mindful of the damage which this society has done to
Black men, it will take a monumental effort on Black
women's part to look to self first. The burden should
be somewhat lessened if Black women remember that edu-
cated Black men have greater access to the society at
large than they, therefore it is imperative that Black
women meet with success in the marketplace. To do this
Black women have to teach themselves and their
daughters to compete as persons without the guilts that
keep them from addressing the inequities heaped on them
by men. Black and White in the American culture.
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Having developed the capabilities to see them-
selves, their needs and wants in proper perspective,
Black women will then develop the sense of self-esteem
that leads to a sense of personal dignity which almost
certainly ensures respect from others because of one's
capabilities.
Distributive justice is an absolute necessity for
all Black people, as it is necessary to all disaffected
people. Black women are the largest minority group
within a minority group to be held away from the rewards
system of this society. Even within their own culture
the myth of male supremacy has had a stuplifying effect
on their social progress. Blacks, as all other people,
have two sources of skill, inborn and developed. Enough
is known of the attempts to divest Blacks of their in-
born skills and to prevent the development of other
talents. None will gainsay that all Blacks have the
right to utilization of their native intellect and to the
development of all types of skills which are serviceable
at every stratum of the society. Blac}. women are as
equally entitled to the development of their talnets as
are all other segments of this society. As that process
moves forward, native skills should not continue to go
unappreciated, untapped and underutilized. The Black
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woman has no choice but to compete with everyone on the
basis of her skills, even if it means incurring the
wrath of Black men.
Some colleges have established training programs
for new Black administrators. In the absence of any
examination of these training programs, this researcher
is willing to view them as a good-faith effort rather
than as a covert attempt to acquire federal staff develop-
ment monies to subsidize the training of those groups who
already have easy access to the establishment. Among the
that are fundamental to Blacks, because they have
so few sources from which they may acquire them, are the
skills of budget planning and usage, and the means of
obtaining grant monies for carrying out program objectives.
Training programs for new Black administrators, therefore,
should be functional rather than theoretical.
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Summary
This work dealt with a general area of higher
education which is best described as the terms and
conditions of employment for Black men and Black women
administrators in predominantly White senior college
and universities.
The major findings for this research were that
Black administrators are neither devoid of dominion and
V'
control of their professional lives or their programs,
nor have they reached the state of elitism that is
experienced by White males of the ruling class, to whom
the term "elite" is aptly applied. Their placement is
an anomaly within these White male dominated institu-
tions. These placements are indeed so problematic that
they defy any standard definition. More than half of
the Black men have program planning control and control
of program operations. Less than half of them control
the budgets for the programs they design and operate.
However, more than half of them earn salaries in the
top pay range of their institutions at the time the data
was collected. Despite the inference that high salary
may have. Black men are low on job security and job
satisfaction.
Black women are held in low esteem in the
academic
a
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marketplace. They are assigned to positions with less
control than the limited control claimed by Black men.
They are also paid at lower salaries. Many are isolated
on campuses in rural parts of the state where the Ku
Klux Klan is the rule rather than the exception. Those
campuses are in counties, many of which do not contain a
Black family. Chances of promotion are uncertain, if
not non-existent; according to this sample. The institu-
tions which have hired them seem satisfied that they
have met the minimum standard needed to comply with the
stipulations of anti-discrimination law, which will
assure them both state and federal grants.
The data suggests that Black administrators, male
and females are in segregated circumstances within the
"desegregated" institution. Black female administrators
in public institutions have the fewest credentials of
the four sub-populations. They share with their Black
male colleagues, the hybrid nature of their assignments,
except in the area of salaries. Black women in
the pub-
lic colleges generally earn less than Black
males in
the private and public institutions and Black
women in
the private institutions.
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Black women in the private institutions have a
positive relationship to what limited control of
program planning and budget exists for Blacks. However,
on the matter of salary level, private institutions
appear to be paying Black women at a better level than
Black men.
This study has implications for policy-makers on
the field of higher education as concerns a continued
Black presence in all institutions of learning.
If the mythological meritocracy were indeed a reality
in America, Black men and women would have been treated
with dignity, respect, and equality from the start. Had
they been so treated, by this time in the Nation's history,
there would be no need for us to be concerned with them.
In 1980, America would have been able to say, in the words
of Taticus: "Sine ira et studio quorem causes procul
habent." ". . .without anger or partisanship because they
have no personal interest. ..."
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Fig. 1
DISTRIBUTION OF ADMINISTRATORS EMPLOYED BY PREDOM-
INENTLY WHITE SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN
THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA BY RACE AND SEX.
LEGEND:
White males: ir - ' .tJ
Black males:
White females
Black females : inz:;:?
Others : 2212’
The Pennsylvania Department of Education;
Research Division/ 1979.
Source
:
Fig
.
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ffective Date
lich institutions
e covered:
hot is proSibited?
xemptions from
overage
(bo enforces the
rovi sions?
low i s o compl o int
lode?
Ion comploints of o
lottern of discrim-
nation be mode os
ndividuol comploints
Kho con moke o
comp lo int?
rime limit for
filing comploints.
PENNSYLVANIA LAWS AND REGULATIONS
CONCERNING DISCRIMINATION
AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
March 197 3
PHRAct of Oct. 1955, P.L. 744, os omended
(amended 20 times from March 19 56 through
June 1972)
October 27, 195 5
Any place of public accommodation which is defined
os including but not limited to kindergartens, primory
ond secondary schools, high schools, ocodemies,
colleges and universities, extension courses, and
oil educational institutions under the supervision
of the Commonwealth.
Di scriminotiori because of race, color, religion,
onces’ry, age (40-62), sex, or nofionol origin in
any phose of the employment of professional and
non-professional staffs of educationol institutions,
including hiring, odverti sement, tenure, terms and
conditions of employment, compensation, discharge.
Discrimination in obtaining oil the accommodations,
odvantages, facilities, and privileges of any ploce
of public accommodation and of commerciol housing
because of race, color, religious creed, oncestry,
age, sex or national origin. (Section 3 Right to
Freedom from Discrimination in Employment,
Housing ond Places of Public Accommodotion)
Religious, froternol, charitable or sectarian cor-
porations or associations, except such corporotions
or associations supported, in whole or in port, by
governmental appropriations.
Froternol organizations and religious groups may
give preference to employees of their own
religion or fraternity if they ore not publically
supported by governomental appropriation. (The
public occommodation clause is interpreted by
PHRC as applying to oil public accommodotion.)
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission
Any oggrieved person or their represen toti ve
may
file a complaint with the Commission by a sworn
complaint form at a regional office of the PHRC,
the Commission or the Attorney General also may
initiate o coirploint.
Yes
Any one representing on aggrieved person.
Any
oggrieved person, /the PHRC, or Attorney General
of Pennsylvania.
90 doys
P o. Fair Educational Opportunity Act of July 1961,
P.L. 776, Amended by Act no. 499 December 27,
1965 ond Amended by Act 360 (House Bill No. 1000)
Februory 27, 197 3
Any institution of po st- secondary grade ond ony
secretarial business, vocotional or trade school of
secondary or po st-secon dory grade, which is subject
to the visitation, exominotion or inspection of, or is,
or may be licensed by the Department of Public
Instruction, including any post-secondory school,
college or university incorporared or chortered
under ony low or special oct of the Generol
Assembly, except any religious or denominotionol
educational institution as defined in the act.
Discrimination in the odmission, treatment of ond
delivery of focilities ond services to students
because of roce, religion, color, oncestry, national
origin or sex. (Consult exemptions from coveroge.)
Admission of students: Religious or denomina-
tional educational institutions, may give
preference to students of their own religion. The
EEO Act as amended for discrimination on the
basis of sex on February 28, 197 3 applies the
admission provisions only to state-owned, stote-
related or state-aided institutions of post-
sejondory education, therefore, other institutions
ore exerrpt from the sex di scriminotion odmlssions
provisions of the Act.
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission
(same as PHRAct)
Yes
Any aggrieved person, anyone
representing on
oggrieved person, the PHRC, or the Attorney
Generol of P enn sy I von i o.
6 months
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PENNSYLVANIA LAWS AND REGULATIONS
CONCERNING DISCRIMINATION
and educational institutions
Morch 1973
PHRAct of Oct. 1955, P,L. 744, os emended
(emended 20 times from Mor^ 1956 through
June 1972)
Po. Pair Educational Opportunity Act ol July 1961,
P.L. 776, Amandcd by Act no. 499 Docombar 27,
1965 ond Amandod by Act 360 (Houie Bill No. 1000)
CHvctiv* Dote October 27, 195 5 Februory 27, 197 3
Which institutions
•ro covered:
Any ploce of public occommodotion which is defined
es including but not limited to kindergortens, primory
end secondory schools, high schools, ecodemies,
colleges end universities, extension courses, end
ell educotionol institutions under the supervision
of the Commonwealth.
Any institution of post*secondory grodx end ony
,**cretoriol business, vocotionol or trode school of
secondory or po st*secondory grode. which is subiect
to the visitotion, exommotlon or inspection of, or is,
or moy be licensed by the Dxportment of Public
Instruction, including ony post*secondory school,
eoHege or university incorporoted or chonered
under ony lew or speciol oct of the Generol
Assembly, except ony religious or denorninotionol
educotionol institution os defined in the oci.
Whot is prohibited? Di scriminotion becouse of roce, color, re! gion,
onces*ry, oge (40*62), sex, or notionol origin in
eny phase of the employment of professionol ond
non-professionol stoffs of educotionol institutions,
including hiring, odverti sement, tenure, terms ond
conditions of employment, compensation, dischorge.
Di scriminotion in the odm.ssion, treotment of ond
delivery of facilities ond services to students
becouse of roce, religion, color, oncesrry, no*i9nol
origin or sex. (Consult exerr.prions from coveroge.)
Di scriminotion in obtoining oil the occommodotions,
odvontoges, focilities, ond privileges of ony ploce
of public occommodotion ond of commerciol housing
becouse of roce, color, religious creed, oncestry,
oge, sex or notionol origin. (Section 3 Right to
Freedom from Di scriminotion in Employment,
Housing ond Places of Public Accommodotion)
Exemptions from
cover oge
Religious, froternol, choritoble or sectorion cor*
porotions or os soei oti on s, except such corporotions
or ossociotions supported, in whole or in port, by
governmental oppropriotion s
.
Froternol ergoni zotions ond religious groups moy
give preference to employees of their own
religion or froternity if they ere not publicolly
Supported by govemomentol oppropriotion. (The
public occommodotion douse it interpreted by
PHRC OS applying to oil public occommodotion.)
Admission of students Relig<ous or denommo*
tionol educotionol institutions, moy g've
preference to students of their own relig-on. The
EEO Act os emended for di scriminotion on the
bosis of sex on February 28, 1973 oppl<es the
admission pro vi sion s only to stote*owned, sto^e-
roloted or stote*o«ded institutions of post*
segondory educotion, therefore, other institutions
ore exerrpt from the sex di scrim motion odmissions
previsions of the Act.
Who enforces the Ponnsylvonio Humon Relotions Commission Ponnsylvonio Humon Relations Commission
mode?
Any oggrioved person or thoir ropresei^ toti vs moy
file o comploint with the Commission by o sworn
eomploint form ot o regionot office of the PHRC;
the Commission or the Attorney Generol olso moy
initiote o corrpioint.
(some OS PH R Act)
Con cempleints of o
pottem of discrim*
{notion be mode os
individuot comploints'’
Y.« Ya*
Who con moke o
cemplotnt?
Arty one representing on oggrioved person. Any
oggrieved person,/the PHRC, or Attorney Generol
of Ponnsylvonio.
Any oggrieved person, onyone representing on
aggrieved person, the PHRC, or the Attorney
Gonerol of Ponnsylvonio.
T ime limit for
filing comploints?
90 doys 6 mon th s
Federal
Laws
and
Regulations
Concerning
Sex
Discrimination
in
Educational
Institutions
Ocloher,
1972
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Con Ifivotligotiens
Wo modo wifKowf
comploinft?
Con tho onllro Intti-
folten Wo rovioworf?
9ocor4 kooplng
roquiromontft ond
govornmont occoss
le rocordt
Enforcomont pewor
«nd sonctions
Con bock poy bo
ewordod?
AMinnetivt Acfion
roquiromontt
Cevorege of lobor
ergonizotiont
It korrossment
prohibitod?
Notificotion of
compiointt
Con (identiolity
of nomoi
For (urtkor inform
motion contoct:
FOOTNOTES;
PHRAci of Oct. 1955 com.
Y«», und.t Section 7 ((.1) in Intlonc. of
pei.iblo racial lan.ien.
Yat. PHRC moy invattigota port or all of on
institution
.
All rocordt rolotivo to tko pro-omploymont procott
ond otkor omploymont rocordt mutt bo rotoinod for
120 doyt. Spocifiod rocordt mutt bo rotoinod until
tko Committion ttotot tkoy moy bo ditpotod of.
Committion moy ittuo *cooto ond dotitt** ordort
onforcooblo in Commonwooltk Court. Conciliotien
Agroomontt ond Contont Ordort oro olto
onforcooblo in Commonwooltk Court.
Yotp rotrooctivo to tko offoctivo doto of tko Act^
10 /27/55, ond 7/9/69 for tox complointt.
Affirmotivo Action moy bo roquirod undor Soction
7 (o) of tko Act ond/or includod in Ordort ittuod
by tko PHRC, Conciliotion Agroomontt, ond
Contont Ordort.
Lobor orgoni lotions oro subject to tko some
roquiromontt ond to ctions ot omployors.
Yos
Rospondentt oro notified of complointt ond
identity of comploinontt ot tko time tko
invottigotiont oro initiotod.
Copy of comploint, including nomo of comploinont,
it given to rotpondont. Invottigotion findings
oro kept confidontiol unless o public koering it
kold.** Tko oggriovod porty ond rotpondont oro
not bound by ony confidontiolity roquiromont.
Ponntylvonio Humon Rolotiont Committion
100 N. Comoron Street, Horritburg, Po. 17101
Telephone - 717*787-4410
* Sex omendment odded July 9, 1969
•• Detoilt of conciliotion efforts moy never be
mode pvblic.
P e. Fair Educetienel Opportunity Act, cent.
No, but ttudiot ere tpocifi colly eutkoriiod wid cm
be mode witkout o reported vielotion.
Yet.
Institutions mutt keep ond protorvo specified
records relevant to tko dotorminotion of vrkotkor
violotiont kovo occurred. Records, documontt,
ond doto portoining to tko edmittion, rejection,
expulsion, or supervision of students mutt bo
sovod for 3 yoors and mode ovoiloblo to tko
Commission ot times for inspection.
Some ot PH R Act
Not opplicoblo.
oy^e eoqu « redernd o r Section
^
** ^ 4ke*FEOArt,' ond/or included m
0/dois issued by PHRC, Conciliotion Agroemonts,
*end-Consont Orders.
None
Yes. It is on unfoir proctice *to penolize or
discriminote ogointf ony individuol becouse ke
kot initiotod, testified, porticipoted or ossisted
in ony proceedings under tkis oct.”
Some os PHRAct
Some os PHRAct
Ponntylvonio Humon Relotions Commission
100 N. Comoron Street. Horritburg, Po. 17101
Tolepkono • 7 17-787-44 10
• Sex provision ©f tko Act become effective
2/2B/73.
*• Sox provisions of tko Act opply fully to
educotionol institutions wkick ore stoto-
owned, stote-reloted or stote-oided ond in oil
respects except edmission to otkor educo-
fionot institutions of higker looming.
Proporod by fke Equol Educotionol Opportunity Totk Force wifk fk.e cooperotion o,( the Penntylvonio
Humon Relotions Commission.
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FEDERAL LAW AHD REGULATION CONCERNING RACE DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
TitU
Dot«
VKich ifittitvtiont or# cov«r«^
Wset It preKibittrf?
TitU VI (Civil R.ghtt Low of 1964) Public Low 86 352, July 3, 1964
July 2, 1964
Any yro9 rofn or octivity rocoivinf fo4orol (inortciol ettittonco.
Ditcriminofion o^ointf ony bonoficiory, ttu4«ntt or otKort, bocouto of roco, color or
rtoliortol oriQin.
Esoioptiont from covorogo
Wbo onforcot tbo provitiont?
How it e eemploirrt modo?
Doot not opply to ony lo4orol finonciol ottittonco by woy of inturortco or guororsty
controctt, monoy poi4, property trontforro^, or otbor ottittor^co oxton4»d ur^dor ony tucb
progrom boforo offoctivo dot# of rogulotion, ottittonco to individuol wbo it ultirrsero
bonoficiory under ony tucb program, ©r omploymont proctico under ony tucb progrom of
ony employer, omploymont ogoncy, or lobor orgonixotlon . Although thit port doot not
opply fb omploymont, gonorolly, thit port doot prohibit any progrom from denying torvice,
finonciol oid; or benefit, odmittiont, enrollment, employment in the program, or
porticipotion in plwining or odviting to ony perton on the botit of roco, color or not onol
origin.
PUffVfol ^^orioiontoond ogenefet which o.e'ompowered-to extend finonciol oid to edwco-
tT6nol progrom* ond octivitict. HEW* Office for Civil Right* (Divition of Higher
^dgcolion) it primor> agency for educotion.
A letter to the Secretory of HEW ond 0ff.ee lor Civil Right* outlining the comploint.
Con complointi of o pottern of
ditcriminofion be mode at well
ot individual complointt?
Who con mobe e comploint?
Tima limit for filing complointt?
Yet
Individuolt ond/or orgon i xotion t on own beholf or on behoK of oggrieved porty.
One-hundred eighty doy* from dote of olleged di tcriminot.on unlet* extended by o
retpontible deportment official.
Con invottigotion* bo mode
without complointt?
Con the entire inttitution bo
reviewed?
Record beeping roqulromontt ond
government occott to record*
Enforcement power end
tenet iont
Y... Go...nH,«it eon conduct p.riodic r.vi.w. without e -oportod
violotion, o. w.ll ..
in retponte to complointt.
Y... HEW mor m..ttl 9<il. tho.o port, of on in.titution which r.cv. f.d.-.l
oi.i.ionc.
(o. woll o. other port, of th. in.titution r.lot.d to th. progrom,
wh.th.r or not they
rocoiv.d diroci l.d.rol o.»i.lonc.). If tho in.titution r.c.iv.. gwi.rol
in.litut.onol o.d,
tho ontiro inttitution moy be reviewed.
In.titution mu.t Loop -.d pr...r». .p.cifi.d rocord. r.I.ront to th.
d.t.rmin.ti^ of wh.th.,
violation, hovp occurrod. Govommont is wnpow.r.d to r.vi.w ell
r.l.vont rocord..
Cov.mm.nt n-oy r.vok. curr.nt .word., -rd d.bor
in.titution from .lig.b.l-
ity for futur. owords. Doportm.nt of Ju.fic. mo, ol.o bring
Suit ot HEW s r«|u..t.
Can bock pey bo awarded?
Affirmetive oetion reqwiremeota
(There ere no retirictient egoinst
ection which It non-preferentiol)
Ceverege of labor ergoniietion*
le borrettmont prohibited?
Netificotien of eemploint*
Cenfidentielity of name*
Fwr further Infonnotiorv eontoet
Probably, to th. omtont thot vnpleyoo. aro covorod.
Affirimtivo action moy bo roguirod oflor di.criminotion i. found.
mpleyoo. in progrom. or. cev.rod.
n.tinrtion. will b. prohibits) from di.chorging or di .criminoting
o^in.t^ony
.otmttiol porticip«.t b.cmr.o h./.h. ho. mod. o comploint,
-.*> on .nv..t,Bot.on
It in.titutod precoodings.
>«ic.dur. uncUor. R.cipimtt of fund, would b. notifimJ
if in non-complionc.
d-ttity of complcinont i. kop. confidmttiol if po..ibl.
If court oetion
”7^
he identity of the pertiet involved become* e motter
of ^blic reeo . 69
md to.pondont aro net bound by tho confidontiolity roguiromont.
. cj .• Proporod by: Tho Eguol Educotionol
5ivi. ion of Higher Eduction •P Opportunity To.k Fore
3ffic. lor Civil Right. Doportmmtt of Eduction
deportment of HEW
Rothington, D.C. 30301
»r Rogionol HEW Office


